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ABSTRACT
This rronograph examines the way in which the Australian
Army met the challenges to ib doctrine presented by the Vietnam War.
The war produced some widely varied tactical problems, and the
ftexibility and deep experience which were the hallmarks of the army
in the 1960s provide the key to understanding how these problems
were solved.

After surveying the origins of the Australian Army's counterrevolutionary warfare doctrine, the monograph examines in detail the
challenges to and development of this doctrine in the four periods of
Australia's involvement in the Vietnam War: working alongside US
forces (May 1965-June7966); the establishment of the independent task
force (May l95Glanuary 1968); the period of 'out of province'
operations (fanuary 1958-fune 796D; and the final period of
Vietnamisation and pacification. The developments in tactics and
dochine of the Vietnam War period marked a substantial step in the
process of developing Australian Army doctrine - a process which is
worthy of study as, at the turn of the century, the army develops new
doctrine and concepts to meet the challenges of the future.
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arms control at both the superpower and southeast Asian regional level,
regional strategic relationships and major aspects of Australian defence
policy. For a list of New series canberra Papers please refer to the last
pages of this volume.
Unless otherwise stated, publications of the centre are presented
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INTRODUCTION
Military doctriner provides one of the essential touchstones in
the functioning of any military organisation. Alongside tradition and
history, doctrine provides one of the most concrete expressions of an
army's raison d'Atre, and thus defines rrnny of the organisation's
professional characteristics. In achieving this, doctrine can be regarded
by the inexperienced or ill informed as an infleible monolith, by
which the character and form of military operations are prescribed
directly in accordance with a nation's higher strategy. Wtrite trus
perspective ascribes to military doctrine a rigidity and inflexibility
inappropriate in modern war, it suggests the way in which military
operations at even the lowest level reflect the higher national and
military policies on which they are based.2 Roger Spiller, although
writing about the US Army, could easily have described the Australian
Army of the mid-1960s when he noted that:

Military doctrines, fighting doctrines, always have

been

expressions of their time and place, an artefact

in the mental
life of a fighting organisation. Any armed force operates in
accordance with a conception of war that has been formed as a
consequenc€ of its history, the state of rnilitary knowledge
available at the time, the material and technical assets at hand,
the objectives to which the force expects to be committed, and,

certainly not least, the calibre of those who must attempt to
give it life in battle.3

All the factors listed above are apparent in
the Australian Army's doctrine before and during
and it was these factors along with several others
development of Australian Army tactics throughout

an examination of
the Viebram War,
which shaped the
the period.

A_general definition of 'doctrine is found within the Oxford dictionary: 'doctrine:
whal is taught, or a body of instruction'. Military doctrine specifically is defined
by-the Australian foint Service Glossary as 'the fundamental principles by which

military forces or elemmb thereof gu.ide their actions in suppoit of irational

objectivesa It is authoritative, but requires judgerrent in its application'.
'In the Shadow of the Dragon: Doctrine and the US Arury after
in Jeffrey Grey and Peter Dennis (eds), From Past b Futurc: Tlu Australian
Expcricncc of l-andlAir Operations (Ar:shalian Defene Fore Academy, Canberra,

J. Spiller,
I"go
Vietnam'

795),p.6.
ibid., p.7.
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This rrnnograph concerns itself with the Australian Army's

oPerates at several
exist strata and a
there
tactical,
levels, but even at thelowest level, the

tactical doctrine

durin! the Vietnam War. Doctrine

hierarchy formed by the relationship between iuniol and senior
.orr,-"ndets which itt"p"r the nature of operations on the ground. At
the level of the lowest tactical subunit, the platoon or even the section,
doctrine is better described as minor tactics, while at a higher level
doctrine encompasses the application of higher tacticl o_r_operational
method to combat operations. For the Australians in vietnam, the
exercise of higher level tactics was the responsibility of the battalion or
task force coirmander, and although these figures operated at a level
considerably higher than the platoon or section commander they
rarely, if evir, frirctioned at the operational or strategic level of war.
The Dfubion in Battle series of pamphlets was the published
expression of the army's doctrine in 1965.a The traditional role of
doifine is to provide guides for action or to sugggst methods that
might work best. Because the body of doctrine with which the war was
foright was written prior to the army's commitment to Vietnam, it was
deslgned to cover a range of scenarios, locations and types, of
op"ritiot r, and not iust, oieven primarily, those conditions found in
Vietnam. As a resuit of six and a half years of continuous military
involvement in vietnar& sonre anny Personnel came to equate
doctrine with the system of specific tactics and techniques employedin
Vietnam. For example, there are numerous instances throughout the
literature of commanders referring to new techniques as departures
from or variations to doctrine. what they are in fact referring to are
merely changes to tactics and techniques established previously,
within the overall guiding framework of tactical doctrine.
Former commanding officers drawn together by the Infantry
centre in1972, at the end of the Australian commitment to vietnam,
commented that
The Australian war in vietnam was unusual in that it gave us
five periods of 12 months in which the nature and pattern of
ope"itiot s was so varied that it is difficult to produce lessons
with broad application to either counter revolutionary war or
(Army
Ausbalian Aimy, Military Burd,Ttv Dioision in futtle, Pamphlets Nos 1-11
Headqnarters, Canberra, 796Um).
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limited war ... due to changes in conditions and the enemy
threat over the years.s

it difficult to draw out lessons
with broad application to the army after the war, they also make it
very difficult to trace the development of doctrine during the war. The
lvidely varying nature of operations conducted by the Australians
during their six-and-a-half-year presence in vietnam provided some
inherently contradictory experiences. To resolve these apparent
contradictions it is nec€ssary to examine certain influences on the
Just as these different periods made

development of doctrine:

'

'

Australian doctrine during the Vietnam perid was inlluenced
profoundly by the pre-war experiences of the army in the
Malayan Emergenry which continued to have an effect long
into the period of the Australian commihnent to Vietnam.
Small-group tactics have always held a fascination for doctrine

writers and for the Australian Army generally. The
employment of small groups for tasks such as patrolling,
ambushing and searching has long been the method with
which the army has felt most comfortable.

'

Until late in the Australian involvement in the Viebram War,
the distribution of relevant tactical information and guidance
on tactical developments suffered from a lack of centralised
direction or conbol.

'

Australia, as a minor member of the Americandominated Free
World forces in Vietnam, placed sovereign forces under the
operational command of American commanders whose view
of the war differed significantly from that of the Australians.

'

Pressure, such as that described above, from higher
commanders restricted the freedom of action available to
Australian commanders and thus at times helped to shape the
way forces reacted on the ground.

'

Australian operational methods were altered by changing and
of our own naiional

differing perceptions on the part
{lsrralian Army,

SOI(GS) Directorate of Infanby, 'Infantry Battalion Lessons
from Vietnam', lnfanhy C-entre, Ingleburn, 7T2,p.7-.
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commanders, as well as any external Pressure that may have
been applied.

Tactical doctrine does not develop

in a vacuum'

Robert

Doughty has noted that:
the evolution of tactical doctrine illustrates that the great value
of tactical doctrine lies not with the atrswers that it provides
but the impetus it creates toward developing innovative and
creative soh"tions for tactical problems onfuture battle fields.5

Doctrine is a complex, constantly evolving set of ideas which

reflects not only the military situation for which it was written, but
also the personalities and experiences of those individuals who wrote

it.

In the case of small nations with small armies, such as
Australia, it becomes dear also that doctrine reflects the attitudes and
preconceptions forced onto the country by its {lies - and the
iompromises which its own national commanders are forced to make.
ThiJmonograph o<amines the way in which the Australian Army met
the challenges to its doctrine which the vietnam war presented. The
war produced some widely varied tactical problems,-a1d the flet<ibility
and deep experience which were the hdlmarks of the army in the
1960s prbvide the key to understanding how these problerrs were
solved.

Robert A. Doughty, Ttu Ewlution S U.S. Antty Tactiul Docnirc'794G76 (C-ombat

Shrdies Institute, Fort

kavmworth,

19Z9),

p2.

CHAPTER

1

THE ORIGINS OF
COUNTER.REVOLUTIO NARY WARFARE
When the Australian Army finally deployed to Vietnam in
May 1,965, this marked a significant step in the process of development
in Australian counter-revolutionary warfare (CRW) technique that had
as its origins the Australian experience in the south west pacific Area
(swPA) theatre over twenty years before. Despite the fact that doctrine
and tactics would evolve markedly over the subsequent seven-ye.u
involvement in the war in vietnam, 1955 marks the end of one period
of significant development in counter-revolutionary warfare dochine.
Starting in 1942 and continuing until 1965, with one large but
important gap after the end of the Second World War, the
development of Australian tactics was gradual. The outbreak of the
Malayan Emergenry in 1948, and the eventual commitment of
Australian ground troops to that theatre in 1955, revived the

Australian Army's jungle experiences and added a new depth, while
observation and subsequent application of British methods ind tactics
allowed the Australians to develop their experience of this new type
of warfare. This experience was combined subsequently with close
observation and reporting of foreign conflicts by Australian officers
thal led to a deep interest iry and a wide professional knowledge of, a
style of operations that was to become known as counter-revolutionary
warfare. while operations in Malaya provided a valuable basis for th-e

development of Australian docfine, they also provided several
misleading experiences which were to confound the development of
Australian tactics for some time. At the conclusion of the Emergency a
perid of confusion and uncertainty reigned, leaving army
organisation and tactics flawed in fundamental ways which would not
be resolved until well into the Vietnam commitment.

Until the beginning of the iungle campaigns in New Guinea in
1942, Australian forcres had habitually borrowed other nations'

6
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doctrine and tactical bchniques.l Welburn has argued that, with the
brief exception of the New Guinea campaigns, this process continued
unabated until the mid-1960s. Australian experiences during the
jungle campaigns in the Pacific provide a starting point for the
examination of Australian rnethods of warfare which underwent their
most complete evolution during the vietnam war. The virhral absence
of a British presence in the Pacific af6r 7942 forced the army to rethink
and redevelop almost all of the doctsinal and tactical concePts that had
servd it faithfully in the war's initial years.2

Much is made in Australian military mythology of the
soldier's preference for fighting in small, welldrilled, sub-unit SrouPs
at close quarters with the enemy in the iungle. While much of this is
purely hyperbole, there is sonc element of truth in the notion that
iungle operations formed the basis of a distinctly national form of
warfare. This type of warfare stressed personal training, skills and
discipline rather than superiority in numbers of rnen and technical
expertise in handling machines, as w.rs the case in large'scale, setpiece, formation battles. The physical conditions of the jungle - limited
hobility and visibility - and the reduction of British influence in tactics
and techniques combind to allow the Ausbalians to develop the first
conc€pts of a unified, completely Australian method of fighting. In
order to allow the development of these techniques to be better
managed and understood, the fungle Training Centre _$TC) was
opened at Canungra, in Queensland, in November 7942.3 The new
cintse aimed to combine the specific experiences of the Australians in
the South West Pacific theatre with Australian and British training
pr6cis for infantry fieldcraft and conventional infantry tactics. This
training focused on meticrrlous attention to individual and smallgroup training, mental and physical toughness and the abi{ty to live
iather than iuit survive in the trying conditions of the iungle.a
Training concepts developed initially in an ad hoc fashion, but
gradually over time the army developed a cogent and unified body of
M.CJ. Welburn, nu Deoelopnart $ Attsttalbn Amy Dxtrirc 7945-7W' Canbena
Papers on Strategy and Defence No.1G (Shategic and Defmce Studies Centre,
2
3
4

Anstralian National University, Canberra, 79941, pp.2-3.

ibid,p.5.

d. (eds), nu O4otd &mpoin
(Oxford University hess, Melbourne 1995), p.135.
ibid"
Peter-Dennis ct

b
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doctrine for fighting in the jungle. By mid-1943 the process of
disseminating doctrinal lessons had become more formalised and
controlled, published later in Army Training Memoranda and
disseminated throughout the army.s As experience increased armywide, information was included that gave advice on ambushing, the
use of indirect fire support and marksmanship haining.6 This doctrine,
while conventional in its applications, represented the first real
attempts by the Australian Military Forces (AMD to develop, teach,
disseminate and employ a body of tactical doctrine that was Australian
in its development and based upon the considerable experiences of
Australians at war. This doctrine, with its emphasis on srnall-unit
actior! was later used in the production of The Aaision in futtle *ries
of the 1950s and can thus be seen as one of the shaping forces of
Australian doctrine in Viebram.T Interestingly, the initially confused
and uncoordinated attempts of the army to disseminate tactical lessons
from the front lines during the Second World War would be mirrored

by significant failings on the part of the Drectorate of Military
Training to collate and publish tactical lessons from Viebram. In the
case of the Vietnam War, it would take until 1969 until the Army
Headquarters Battle Analysis team was formed, specifically to
investigate the developrnent of Australian tactics within the lst
Australian Task Force.

After the end of the Second World War the Australian A*y
went through a considerable period of change and development.
While three battalions were raised for occupation service in fapary the
demobilisation of the 2nd AIF and the subsequent scaling down of
interest in the military generally led to a huge reduction in the size of
the postwar army.8 While relatively small in size, these units formed
the basis of the postwar Australian Regular Army and were blessed
with an extraordinary level of combat experience. For a variety of
shategic reasons, the army was again forced to adopt the doctrinal role
of fighting alongside British troops in the desert as part of an

5

6

7

I

Welburn,

ru

Dewbrycnt of Australiot Army Doctritu,p|1,0.

ibid.
ibid., p.l1.

(d), INty First: Tlu Royd Australbn Rcgimail
(Allen & Unwin, Sydney,1990),p.7.
David Horner

in

War enil Peaa
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Australian contribution to a global war.9 During this period the
experience of iungle fighting held little importance for the
development of the army's roles, tactics and doctrine.

When the Korean War broke out in 1950, Australia was one of
the first nations to pledge its support to the fledgling United Nations'
effort to defend the Republic of Korea against communist aggression.

Operations in Korea were conducted within a traditional British
brigade structure sharing the same staff procedures and operational
methods.lO The Australian A*y was engaged in a conventional
conflict in rugged, mountainous terrain that contributed little to the
subsequent development of counter-revolutionary warfare concepts
involving srnall-unit operations that would begin to dominate the
army's thinking in the late 1950s and 1950s.
The Korean War served as the first real operational experience

for rnany of the comrnanders who would later lead battalions in the
Vietnam War, and it reinforced the importance of srnall-unit
operations and the role of iunior leaders at section and platoon level, as
well as giving a new generation of commanders their first experience
in the application and adaptation of tactical doctrine.ll They gained
first-hand experience of the changes to tactics, staff procedures, unit
establishments and subunit employment that characterised the
dynamic process of tactical developrnent by units at war.12 When this
is mmpared with the proc€sses of tactical development during the
Vietnam War, it is dear that Korea provided the first layer of what
subsequently would become the most througtu comprehensive and
varied range of operational experiences ever to be taken to war by the
Australian Army.l3

While Australian doctrine remained heavily influenced by
British doctrine after the Korean War, attempts were rnade to reconcile
Australia's changing strategic focus with the tactical doctrine
employed. The army updated its doctrine from the Second World War
9

l0
11

t2
13

Ian Md.IeilL To Imrg Tell; Thc Avshalian Army oil tlu Vhtnnt Wer 7950-7955
(Allen & Unwin in assoc rvith the Austratan War Meurorial, Sydney, 1993), p.4.
feffrey Grey, Tlu C-ottntlolnanalth Armics utd tlu l(otun Wer: An Alliarce Study
Mandrester University hess, Mandtester, 1988), p.150.
I;nterview, Majnr4eneral R.A. Grey, Canbera, 29 Aprtl l97,
Anstrali,an Army, Military Brcrrtd,Tlu Lbt of Army Otficeft of tlu tlustmlin Militery
Frces, Volume l, Tru Actiu List (Arrry Headquartere, C-anberra , l97O), W.67-120.
lnterview, Majnr4eneral RA. Grey, Canbena,29 Aprrll997.
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it toward the
increasingly important counter-revolutionary warfare role, but with
little real experience of the requirements of counter-revolutionary
warfare, the new doctrine remained biased heavily toward
conventional jungle operations. The result was Tactia (Tropical
Warfard, Part 1 and 2, Infantry Sution lzading 1955 @rafl and The
Platoon anil Company in Battle 1.957 @rafl. The doctrine in these new
publications was combined with The lnfantry futtalion in Battle (1957)
to produce the basis for infanby training until the late 1950s.14 Its
conventional warfare bias notwithstanding, the Australian doctrine
being produced retained an emphasis on the Australian penchant for
small-unit operations in the iungle.
In 1955 the Ausbalian government irined with Britain and
New Zealand to form the British Commonwealth Far East Strategic
Reserve (BCFESR). The three nations were already partners in the
ANZAM defence agreement to protect Malaya, and Australia's
contribution of an infantry battalion, a field artillery battery and a
troop of engineers represented the firstever peacetime commitment of
troops overseas.lS These troops were to become part of the British
28th Commonwealth Brigade and had as their prirnary role deterrence
of communist, specifically Chinese, aggression. Added later was the
secondary task of defeating insurgents in the jungles of Malaya.l6 The
decision to send troops to Malaya reinvigorated interest in jungle
warfare in Australia and placed jungle fighting back at the forefront of
Australian doctrinal thinking. As a result of this, the Jungle Warfare
Training Centre was reopened at Canungra in 1955 and was charged
with the iob of redeveloping Australian iungle tactics to meet the
requirements of the Malayan Emergenry.l7 Eventually, the centre
became the focus for the general study and practice of jungle warfare
techniques. Yet again, the Australian Army had no specific body of
doctrine to apply to the situation found in Malaya, and Australians
were forced to rely upon the British pamphlet, Tln Coniluct of Anti
Tenorbt Opaations In Malaya (ATOM), developed by the Drector of
during the mid-1950s and attempted to reshape

!!
:)
ro

17

Welbun, ruDc?cbprn tttof Austntiar ArmyDocttitu,p.32.
MNeiU,ToLongTan,p.6.

ibid

Peter Dennis and Jeffrey Grey, Etrcryency aru| Cotrfrcntetiolr: Austrslior Military
Opentiotrs in lvhlaya enil bna 79507966 (Allm & Unwin in assoc with the
Australian War Memorial, Sydney, 19461, p,19,
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Operations and High Commissioner for Malaya, General Sir Gerald
Templer, first published in 1952.1E
By the time the Australian ground forces arrived in Malaya in
of intensity in the Emergency Present between

1955 the higher levels
19118

and 1951 had latgely passed, and Australian forces were
to hunt remaining pockets of insurgents deep in the

employed

jungle.lg The ATOM pampNet recognised the need for an essentially
new type of warfare. In addition to recognising the long-known effects
of jungle conditions on hoop mobility, weaPon effect and range, and
the need for aggressive action, it also outlined the requirements to
defeat an insurgent enemy rather than a conventional one.Implicit in
this was recognition of the importance of the civil population and the
need for close integration with the police.2o At the level of small-unit
tactical doctrine it was a very frustrating Period for hoops involved in
the procedures and drills of deep jungle pabolling. Searches of
villages, jungle navigation, contact and counter-ambush drills, harbour
routines and employment of jungle bases all introduced the army to
valuable skills that were to be adapted later in Vietram.2l
Malaya provided the army's first experience of combating an
insurgent enemy, but many techniques employed there were relevant
only to Malaya. For example, many of the ambush and counterambush drills were based upon a specific level of operational intensity
and were misleading as a guide for subsequent conflicts. Chapter 10 of
ATOM described the process of conducting an'Immediate Assault on
a CI lCommunist Terroristl camp'. That a commander would assume
that an enemy base area was able to be attacked using a simple drill
rather than as a result of a thorough tactical appreciation indicates how
different a Cf camp was from a Viet Cong bunker system encountered
subsequently.z An alternative method was offered in a subsequent

chapter, and in this instance the commander allocated the same
number of men to the assault as he estimated were present in the camp
ibid., and p.5l; Director of Operadong Malaya, Tlu &ttduct of Anti-Termrist
Oryations
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and then employed the remainder of his force as small cut-off groups
around the outside of the camp.B

While the above tactics were successful against the communist
terrorists, they highlight the fact that in all cases the security forces
were expected to gain an immediate advantage over enemies and
destroy them before they could escape. Little emphasis was given to
the employment of fire support to help defeat enemies or to the notion
that enemies could fight for their camps aggressively when threatened.
Clearly, a highly aggressive enemy was not part of the equation in
Malaya, and it was this aspect of the Malayan Emergency that was to
offer some misleading lessons in subsequent years. Such fire support
as was available was limited in its usefulness, with two types of
weapons available to troops. First, the 25 pounder gun was a mobile
and accurate weapon that could bring down fire to range of 13lOO
yards, but was limited to areas served with roads or motorable tracks.
Second, the 4.2 inch heavy mortar was able to fire a 20 pound bomb to
a mafmum range of 4,100 yards, but was so inaccurate that its fire
could not be employed within 500 yards of friendly troops.24 In a
theabe where visibility was often measured in yards and where
contacts occurred at similar ranges its value was limited. Experience in
Malaya thus provided few worthwhile lessons on the integrated and
coordinated employment of fire support of the type that would
become so necessary in Vietnam.
The Malayan Emergency exposed Australian troops to long,
In order to find the elusive communist
terrorists, sub'units were deployed into the jungle for weeks at a time,
and Australian forces became adept at remaining alert, moving silently
and tensed ready for immediate action for long periods; this skill
would later pay dividends in Viebram.25 The technique of fighting
from jungle bases was of refined in Malaya and chapter 6 of ATOM
descri-beJttre sequence for occupation and administrition of a jungle
base. Regardless of whether they were designed for a company,

deep jungle patrolling.
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platoon or patrol size, these bases served as a t'?e of semi- permanent
irarbour from which to conduct patrols'25

The Malayan experience had some profound effects on the
Australian Army, which were to persist until they were replaced by
the experiences of Vietnam. The army became hiShly experienced at
seeking an elusive insurgent enemy in iungle Errain, qd the M-alayal
Emergency has correctly been described it as the^catalyst thatallowed
the relirth of Australian i.tngle warfare doctrine.Z Lessons relating to
the importance of small-group tactics, aggression, adaptation of
weapons and equipment to suit the enemy and the environment were
all useful in the lead-up to Vietnam, and ATOM had a pervasive
influence on the way in which Australian forces thought about
counter-revolutionary warfare for a number of years. Despite this,
ATOM did not provide, nor was it intended to provide, a blueprint
solution for all fbrms of counter-revolutionary warfare. Templer had
written it under almost perfect circumstances, with the three maior
variables in any tactical equation - ground, enemy forces and friendly
forces - known to him before he began to write. In addition to this, the
enemy he was fighting was far removed from the well-organised, wellequipped and motivated force that was becoming more common in
Southeast Asian insurgencies at the time. Australian doctrine writers
were well aware of these limitations, as subsequent doctrinal
developments were to show.

The end

of the Malayan

Emergency

in

1960 marked a

watershed for the Australian Army.With no war to fight, but with the
prospect of further regional conflict probable, comrnanders were
iorced to determine a new set of priorities and situations upon which
to base training and doctrine. A conference of staff officers from
Headquarters, Eastern Command noted that:

It was agreed that our training and doctrine, including lessons
from MALAYA, could be adapted to meet the above points
but certain aspects of training for counter insurgency
operations would need greater emphasis in cunent training
programmes ... The conference was rcminded that it was
iouna necessary to provide Australian troops with specialised

26
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and concentrated training for anti{T (which may be
compared with counter insurgency) operations at FARELF
Training Centre before they could be committed to operations,
and that absolute perfection in technique was vital.28

Australia continud

to provide a

battalion

to the 28th

Commonwealth Brigade Group as part of its BCFESR commitment.
The main task of the brigade ostensibly remained to provide a bulwark
against communist Chinese conventional aggression in Southeast Asia,
but the Malayan experience has provided a salutary lesson on the new
direction taken by communist warfare and most soldiers realised that
the chance of the brigade ever being deployed in its primary role was
remote. For example, the threat of conventional war was considered so
low that in 1957 2RAR did not have any anti-armour weapons with it
and had not received any instruction on nuclear warfare.29 As a
consequence of its role as the strategic reserve in Southeast Asia, the
28th Commonwealth Brigade, and its commander, Brigadier F. G.
Hassett, was at the forefront of doctrinal and tactical thinking on
counter-revolutionary warfare. Brigadier Hassett and his BM Maicr
Ron Hasseft led a group of thinking officers within the 28th
Commonwealth Brigade who realised that the doctrine which existed
for the brigade to deploy at short notice on light scales to Southeast
Asia required a good deal more than the ATOM pamphlet was able to
provide. A study group was set up and it produced papers which
complemented brigade exercises, which shessed the need to operate
away from roads and to be able to move by rotary- and fixed-wing
aircraft.30 The influence which this group exercised is clearly evident
in the Commonwealth Brigade's later draft operational concepts for a
deployment to Asia.31 The Commonwealth Brigade provided much of
the doctrinal guidance and assumptions that would shape Australian
Atmy thinking prior to the deployment to Vietnam.32
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As a consequence, in 1%1 GHQ FARELF directed Hassett to
develop a new concept for operations and a doctrine to combat a Viet
tvtinh Jt/e enemy supported by Chinese forces in an insurgency. This

planning was done primarily with

a view to deployng the

Commonwealth Brigade in its SEATO role in the event of a conflict on
the Southeast Asian mainland.S The final product drew on a range of
souroes reflecting Australian and overseas iungle warfare experience
since the Second World War. The military sources induded the AMFs
lnfantry Training, Volume N (Australia), Part 1(1955) and Part 2(1957),
The Plantom Army (kutbioruD (o957) and the ATOM pamphlet. In

addition

to military

pamphlets, Hassett also drew on personal

accounts of guerrilla and iungle warfare such as Bernard Fall's Slreef
without loflnd Spencer Chapman's The lungle ls Nantral-$ The result
was a draft pamphlet which revised and updated the Commonwealth
Brigade's likely response to a contingency in Southeast Asia. Response

to the pamphlet was generally positive, and the DePuV Drector of
Military Training (DDMT) wroE to FARELF in February 1952
suggesting ioint development of the doctrine in order to provide
doctrinal guidance in Australia on the subject of counter-revolutionary
warfare.s

Within the army several different, often contradictory, sources
were being used as foundations of tactical doctrine for counterrevolutionary warfare, and this was resPonsible for much of the
confusion and contradiction apparent in Australian interpretations of
doctrine. By 7963, three separate organisations were producing widely
varying concepts of operations for counter-revolutionary warfare, due
in part to the fact that the penbopic establishment had been adopted,
but its doctrine had not yet been written. As noted, the
Commonwealth Brigade was advising elements of the Directorate of
Military Training (DMT) on the form it believed future operations
would take, while concurrently the Directorate of Military Operations
and Plans (DMO&P)37 was producing its own seParate concept of
was a vital elesrerrt in developing levels of awareness in ounter-revolutionary
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operations, and elements of Headquarters Eastern Command were
also making revisions to the training syllabus based on the Hes
internal assessment of likely threats.38
While FARELF and DMT discussed the matter, the Australian
staff college noted the absence of an Ausbalian doctrine or tacticar
concept for counter-revolutionaqT warfare. It is clear that doctrine did
exist, but knowledge of its development was limited either to the small
circle of officers involved intimately with its production or to those
officers who had a sufficiently rigorous intellect and sense of
professionalism to read independently what literature was available.
While the army of the 1960s was undoubtedly a highly professional
organisation there were, as there will always be in any large
organisatiory a lamentable number of officers who lacked either the
intellect or the professional rigour to participate in written or verbal
discussion of emerging tactical methods. This partly explains the
apparent contradiction between the seemingly high levels of
understanding of the requirements of counter-revolutionary warfare
displayed by organisations such as the 28th Commonwealth Brigade
and HQ Eastern Command and its absence in those sections of the
army not connected with doctrinal development. The Staff College
suggested that an Australian doctrine be developed quickly and that
close liaison be maintained with Australia's allies on this topic.39
Hassett's pamphlet was adopted on 14 December 1962 and put

into service as Army Routine Gder 27/1962 or Anti Gu*rilh
Opnations in South East Asia lnterim Tactical Doctrine.

It was intended

to suffice until the publication of Tlw Pmtropic Division in

Battle,

Pamphlet 77, Anti Guerrilla Operatbns,n published in September l9&,
which drew heavily on the information contained in Army Routine
Order 27/62 and the ATOM pamphlet. The dalliance with pentropic
ended in fanuary 7965!1 and the army was again faced with the
necessity of redrafting its doctrine. The Pentropic Diabion in Battle was
replaced with The Auision in Battle (see Figure 1 for infantry battalion

organisation from this series), while the former's Anti-Guerilh
Operafions pamphlet was replaced with the latter's Counter
38
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Rnolutiorury wnfmepamphlet. Published alongside the new_doctrine
were two compact, aiae-iemAre-style all-arms pampNets, Patrolling
and Tracking (i%S) and Ambush and Counter Ambush (1965), which
were written to provide doctrine on the core subunit skills common to
either counter-revolutionary or limited warfare.42
There are similarities between

all three publications. Much

has been made of textual similarities between ATOM, Army Routine

Order 2l/62and Pamphlet\7,Countu Rnolutiorury Watfare, but while

these similarities exist they should not be over+mphasised when
attempting to establish a direct link between the British doctrine of the
mia-t-gsoJand the Australian doctrine of 1965. While ATOM certainly
was the intellectual basis of Pamphlet 11, the attitudes of doctrine
writers and senior infantry officers had undergone a significant
change. ATOM was designed to combat a relatively small-scale
insurlency, and while the communist terorists were capable of
inflicting damage they were very different to the type of force which
Australiln soldiers would face in a subsequent revolutionary war in
Southeast Asia.

The author of. Patrolling anil Tracking and' Ambush and Counter
Ambushwas Lieutenant colonel Ron Grey, an infantry officer who had

served as a major on the staff at the Infantry Centre running the
company commanders' course.€ His course was based heavily on the
pampttt6t, The Enmy (79&), which drew on numerous case studies of
ievoiutionary warfaie, especially the First Indochina War between the
French and the Viet Minh. Officers were taught the outline of Mao's
phases of revolutionary war and were made to study the insurgent
iolder.e Lieutenant Colonel Peter D'Arcy produced the pamphlet,
which had been sponsored by the Directorate of Intelligence. D'Arcy
was assistd by Lieutenant colonel John salmo& who had recently
been posted to the position of staff officer Grade l-Tactical Doctrine in
the Directorate of Military Training. In addition to assisting D'Arcy,
Salmon had responsibility for collating and editing Pamphlet 11,
47
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Figure 1: Infantry Baftalion Organisatlon
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in Battle series.
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had
been
When it is considered that Salmon
new doctrine
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officers working in the 28th Commonwealth
Directorate
of Military
for the brigade and that he was re'posted to the
had
Hassett
Training, an organisation for which the recently promoted
the
why
responsibility in his capacity as DCGS, this helps explain
so
Brigade
became
28th
Commonwealth
concepts developed by the
pervasive in the wider army.ar
Counter Rewlutbrury Wmfare, in the new The Diabion

Patrolling anil Tracking and Ambush anil Counter Ambush make
abundantly dear that the enemy to be faced in future counterrevolutionary warfare conflicts would be a very different proposition
from the communist tenorists. The Enuty explained the communist
'annihilation ambush', a tactic designed for use against convoys or
columns travelling on a road, in which the enemy would employ up to
a battalion of troops to blockade the road at either end while a killer
party swept in from a flank and deshoyed the convoy.6 This was a
tactic employed against the French in Indochina, which involved a
much higher level of operational intensity and required much better
trained troops than had been encountered in Malaya.

it

These two aide-mdmoires were written after an extensive tour of

Malaya, Borneo and Vietnam and reflect observations in all these
theatres. The type of war Grey observed caused him to adapt many of
the iungle tactics from the ATOM pamphlet for a new type of
warfare.o For example, the ultra-aggressive contact drill contained in
ATOM does not feature in Patrolling and Tracking, nor does that
governing the immediate assault of an enemy camP.48 This assumed
that the nature of the enemy had changed fundamentally and that both
these drills relied upon an enemy who was neither entrenched firmly
nor willing and trained to stand and fight. Patrolling anil Tracking
advised that 'patrols will usually require fire support to carry out their
tasks'.49 In Malaya, provision of fire support was the exception rather
than the rule. In addition to observing the changed nature of the likely
45
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9nemy, Grey was quick to realise the impact the widely varying terrain
had on tactics. His experiences in riverine warfare in the Mekong
Delta in Viebram and in Borneo provided the basis for the section in

with ambushing and patrolling in
small boats. Similarly, his observations in what would later become I
Colps Tactical Zone in South Vietnam formed the basis for much of
the information on patrolling and tactics in higher intensity situations.
Ambush and Counter Ambush dealing

Back

in thinking.

in Australia, the army was undergoing a similar change
The |ungle Training Centre, and in particular its Battle

Wing, had shifted its emphasis from jungle warfare to 'training troops
for operations in a tropical environment'.so This change was subtle but
important, as operations in the rice paddies, the Long Green, the Light
Green, and the Long Hais in Phuoc Tuy Province, South Vietnam were
to show. Within those sections of the Ausbalian Army principally
involved in the preparation for a counter-revolutionary war, notably
the Infantry Centre, ]TC and the senior command elements of the three
efsting infantry battalions, there was an increasing awareness of the
requirements of counter-revolutionary warfare.

Within the army's field force units, exercises and training,
for the infantry battalions, had embraced counterrevolutionary warfare concepts and practices with growing
especially

enthusiasm. Despite this, several factors which influenced the conduct
of training would have consequences for operations in Vietnam. In
November 1953 the 1st Task Force, comprising the 1RAR (Pentropic)
battle group, exercised in a counter-revolutionary warfare
environment for the first time. Exercise Sky High was conducted in
the mountainous Gospers area of New South Wales and followed the
basic tactical concept for deployment of Australian forces to Southeast
Asia, revealing much about the way in which army planners
envisaged forces being committed to that theatre. The task force was
required to establish a forward base on a high plateau and to patrol
outward to form a controlled area, precisely the concept that would be
employed by the lst Australian Task Force during Operation

Hardihood three years later.Sl
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McNeill has noted that while Exercise Sky High was a success,
it revealed a preoccupation with the role of the infantry. The army was
undoubtedlyan infantry-based organisation; it was not exercisingthe
dispersed iombined-arms aspects of counter-revolutionary warfare
operations that would becpme so important in Vietnam. Artillery units
did not practise deployment to fire support bases and organising for
their defence, while engineer units were limited to conducting major
constmction tasks. This was important, of course, but only a small part
of their role in counter-revolutionary warfare. Engineers practised
none of the specialised skills of demolitions, mine dearance and tunnel
searches, and the employment of sappers in dispersed splinter-teams
and mini-teams to suPPort dispersed infantry had not been
considered.52

Many of the reasons for the lack of combined-arms training
can be traced to SEATO and Commonwealth Brigade assumptions
about the terrain over which a future war would be fought. As
described, similarities between SEATO exercise scenarios and exercises
such as sky High indicate that the field force in Australia was drawing
much of iis guidance on the planning of exercises from the scenarios

played out in sEATo and BCFESR training. The situation anticipated
Ly the army saw Australian forces deployed-to-a highland-plateau
r6gion within southeast Asia; in the case of a deployment to-vietnam
thls would most likely be in the Kontum-Pleiku-Ban Me Thuot
region.s The perceived implication of this was a requirement to
operate on the lightest possible scales of equipment and support,
almost totilly onlesupply by air. The logistic implications of
"el)o.g
aiiresupply presupposed that artillery would be cut to between 25 per
cent and 50 per cent of establishment and that offensive air suPPort
would be necessary to make up for the lack of support from artillery
and armour.s The harsh nature of mountainous terrain and the
difficulties imposed by the monsoon season developed a belief that
tanks would be unable to support the force in all but the rarest of
circumstances. The requirements of air portability were also
52
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responsible for the limitations placed upon the use of engineers. The
training priorities for the Commonwealth Brigade engineer squadron
were rapid construction of airstrips for light airc4aft, helicopter landing
zones and drop zones; water supply skills; mine warfare (for the
defence of the base area); r4Ji"g and rapid obstacle crossing; and
construction of field defences.55 All of these restrictions came from the

28th Commonwealth Brigade. Not

o.ly were some

former

Commonwealth Brigade officers now responsible for writing doctrine,
but others were responsible for setting the scenarios for the annual
CGS exercises which tested and validated the army's doctrine.55 For
all these reasons the lack of combined-arms training, exemplified by
Exercise Sky High, was allowed to develop.

If any criticism can be made of either Pamphlet 77 or Patrolling
and Tracking and Ambush anil Counter Ambush, it is that they did not

bring out fully the subtle changes that had occurred in doctrinal
thinking. The army had become comfortable with a number of
concepts and phrases as a result of recent counter-revolutionary
warfare experience. Thinking about the issues involved in deep
patrolling, cordon and search and framework operations can all be
traced back to ATOM, yet by 1965 the terms, although still in general
use, had developed significantly different meanings. The evolution of
Australian tactical doctrine for counter-revolutionary warfare was a
gradual proc€ss, but by 1965 the army finally had a doctrine that was
Australian in concept and matched the strengths and capabilities of the
army, while the attitudes of the officers who would be charged with
implementing it had developed commensurately. A maprity of the
officers who would aspire to command battalions and 1ATF in
Vietnam had a long history of operational and non-operational service,
both at home and overseas, and perhaps more than in any other period
of the army's history these men understood the requirements of the
situation with which they were faced.
Subsequent analysis of the perforrnance of Australian doctrine
in Vietram must be tempered with the acknowledgement that neither
The Diobion in Battle series nor Ambush and Countq Ambush and
Patrolling and Tracking was written specifically for Vietnam. Similarly,
JJ
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the weaknesses that the army inherited from the 28th Commonwealth
Brigade should not overshadow the considerable number of positive
influences which that organisation passed to the wider army. The
strategic situation in the mid-1950s in Southeast Asia meant that the
army needed to develop doctrine which w€rs as applicable to Vietnam
as it was to any other regional theatre. While weakneses existed in
some of the army's tactical methods, it is difficult to be overly critical
of them given the uncertain nature of the circumstances in which they
were developed. The lack of a specific enemy between 1950 and 1965,
and the broad range of operational experiences within the army over
the twenty years prior to Viebram, spurred innovation and creative
thought and helped to ensure that significant elemerrts of the
Austialian Army understood both the characteristics of doctrine and
its methods of application.

CHAPTER 2

'WITH GREAT AND POWERFUL FRIENDS':
1RAR AND THE 173RD AIRBORNE BRIGADE,
MAY 196FIUNEL966
The period encompassing the operational deployment of the
1RAR Battalion Group in 1965-66 highlighted several weaknessm in
the army's preparation for the Vietnam War. The paucity of combinedarms training and over-reliance on SEATO operational concepts in
shaping army thinking prior to 1965 had a direct and immediate

impact on lRAR's operational effectiveness. For much of the period
under review, Australian operational methods suffered from a
fundamental mismatching of operational opportunities and tactical
abilities. This divergence was manifest and was not resolved

satisfactorily during IRARs tour in Viebram. As well, the influence of
US operational methods, the tempo and pressure of Australianinspired operations and the nature of the war contributed to a

situation where Australian tactical abilities could not be exploited to

their full potential. The efforts of individuals within the battalion's
structure provide the key to understanding how problen$ were
solved. As alluded to earlier, the depth of experience present in the
army in this period contributed to much of the success enpyed by
Australian forces, while IRARs experience in Vietnam provides a

valuable key to understanding developments in Australian operational
methods later in the Vietnam War; many of the lessons learnt by the

battalion, both positive and negative, were incorporated into the
methods of the task force in subsequent years.

While Australia and the United States had been allies since the
Second World War, Ausbalian military thinking on and operational

in counter-revolutionary warfare was based firmly upon
British lessons and experience, and upon Australian experience within
a British framework. 1RAR was to be deployed to Viebram to form the
third manoeuwe battalion of the American 173rd Airbome Brigade
(Separate),l and this necessitated the assumption of roles and tasks
conunensurate with its position as an integral element of an American
experience

r
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brigade (see Figures 1 and 2). The Airborne Brigade was to secure the
approaches to Bien Hoa airfield, and within this role 1RAR had three
tasks assigned to it. First, it was to securc a battalion defensive
positiorg secune its assigned sectors in airfield deferrce and prepare to
patsol ib outer tactical area of rcsponsibility (TAOR); second, it was to
conduct deep patrols and offensive operations within the TAO& and
third, it was to be prepared to conduct search and destroy operations
and resenre reaction operations within the ARVN Itr Corps Tactical
Zone (see Figure 3).2
For much of the tine 1RAR integrated with the US formation
without difficulty, so long as the 173rd Brigade confined its operations
to the general area of Bien Hoa. When Brigadier€eneral E. W.
Williamson, the brigade commander, deployed his forces away from
the Bien Hoa area 1RAR wae not able to go with it.3 This was due to an
apparently ccntradictory order from army headquarErs that the
deployment of 1RAR away from Bien Hoa was to be rcfened to
Australia. Even at this early stage, a divergence of US and Australian
operational methods was apparent.
American forces believed that their role was to strike hard at
the enemy and keep them off balance and unsettled, in order to seize
the initiative and gain tactical advantage for futurc operations, thus

allowing the government of the Republic of Vietnam to gain some
measure of relief from the near-cpnstant onslaught of communist
offensives. This presupposed nunrrous operations of short duration
over a large area to find the enemy and bring them to battlel and was
the antithesis of Australian conventional wisdom. Tlre slow, deliberate
patrolling operations and painstaking searching of ground learnt in the
Malayan Ernergency were foreign to US nethods of operation. The US
forces viewed the pacification operations that had been so vital in
Malaya as of secondary importance to finding the enemy main force
units. The aggressive and hard-hitting Arrrerican methods were not
unreasonable given the precarious military situation within South
Vietnam at that time, but they certainly unsettled Australian
commanders and placed them on notice that they were now part of a
2

3
4

tbid-, p.89.

ibid,p.E5.
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Figure 3:

III

Corps Tactical Zone in 1955
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very different kind of war from that for which they had prepared.s The
battalion's operations officer, Mapr john Essex{lark, noted this
difference in his memoirs, stating that:

an air-mobile assault is a

roller-coaster helicopter ride

accompanied by a screeching Wagner and a thundering Cuy
Fawkes. It is madness, and the sunealism makes me laugh
with incredulity.It is adventure, it is excitement, but it is utter
fantasyland ... what on earth are the VC thinking as they slip
away from all this bothert'

Initial operations higNighted this divergence of approach; in
its first operation 1RAR was tasked to search and clear an area of 25
square kilometres within the Bien Hoa area within an allocated time
period of just over twenty-four hours.T The limited time available for
exploiting gains made on operations was generally the result of
programming of future operations on a rigid time scale by higher
headquarters.E For an area of this size, Australian doctrine would have
allowed over three days, with time allocated to searching areas
thoroughly and setting ambushes after following up signs of the
enemy.g The fast-moving, aggressive American tactics unsettled
Australian commanders and precluded the application of many of the
battalion's greatest strengths, such as silent patrolling, ambushing and
searching. Australian tactical rnethods were hampered further by the
strong personal control exercised over the brigade by its commanding
general. Williamson had raised and bained the brigade and had
stamped his personality on all aspects of its operations. No decision
was taken by the brigade's staff without reference to him, and unit and
sub-unit commanders enjoyed little scope for tactical initiative. This
precluded the wide'scale pattern of dispersed operations that had
characterised Australian counter-revolutionary warfare exercises prior
to deployment.l0 The commanding officer of 1RAR, Lizutenant
Colonel I. R. W. Brumfield, was wary of American tactics and sought
5

6

7
8
9

MNeill,

To Long Tan, p.772.

John Essex-Clark, Ivbuick hlilia: An Infantrynan's War Melbourne University
hess, Melbourn e, 7997), p.84.
Md.Jeill, To Long Tan, p.98.
Address to CGS Exercise 1966, Lietrtenant Colonel I. Brunfield and Lieutenant
Colonel A. Preece, AWM lV21I2l.
Australian Army, Military Bnarrd, Patrollkg enil Tru&iag, p.46.
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to protect the battalion from the consequences of overly-aggressive
American tactics as much as possible. By and large he was sucressful,
and gradually the battalion acquired a greater degree of operational
autonomy.ll

While differences in tactical methods and operating
procedures did cause some early problems, none proved intractable
and most were solved relatively quickly. An analysis of the changes to
tactics and techniques within the battalion was made by its officers
upon return to Australia, which highlighted four rnain areas that
underwent change or required new methods to be developed:
airmobile planning, patrolling, employment of fire support, and lowlevel tactics.l2
Helicopters provided the primary form of rrnbility for the
brigade's operations. While not new to the Australian Army, the
employment of helicopters in Vietnam w.rs on a scale ne.'er Lefote
witnessed in Australia. The battalion had to learn to cope with the
increases in air mobility that allowed large nurnbers of trmps to be
airborne at any one time, with the capacity to land in sizeable elements
within minutes of one another. The 1RAR notes on operations were
intended to enable officers to benefit from recent operational
experience when interpreting existing doctrine.r3 In order to facilitate
smooth, welldrilled airmobile deploymenb the battalion had to
develop emplaning and deplaning drills and landing zone (IZ) rally
procedures; refine the use of indirect fire support and offensive air
support in IZ preparation; and develop effective command, control
and liaison procedures - all of which allowed cornmanderc to rnake
best use of the flexibility inherent in airmobile operations.l4 This was
not such a problem for soldiers at the junior level on the ground but it
proved to be a major consideration for staff planners, becoming a
contributing factor in the introduction of the battalion operations

10

l1
t2
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Address to CGS Exercise 1965, Lieutenant Colond I. Brumfleld and Lieutenant
C-olonelA Preece, AWM f02 l[21.
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Aushalian Army, Drec{orate of Mlitary Training Training Information Bulletin
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officer to replace the adjutant as the commanding officer's principal
staff officer in the headquarters.
While the objectives of patrolling did not really change during
lRAR's tour, several significant developments in patrol methods
occurred as a result of having to conform to American operational
intent. The paucity of accurate intelligence led to shortduration,
higNy aggressive yntrolling, and for this reason two basic methods of
deployment evolved. The first of these employed a battalion base area
from which supporting artillery and the battalion headquarters could
support the rifle companies. The battalion area of operations would be
broken down into company search areas that would then be cleared by
company pahols.ls This meant that individual platoons were rarely
too dispersed to come to each other's aid if in difficulty, and the
chances of encountering an enemy group of sufficient strength to
destroy a patrol before it could be reinforced was rendered less likely.

This method was employed when time allowed more thorough
searches to be conducted, and companies were allocated search areas
which forced enemy grcups fleeing from one advancing company into
the search area of another. Operation Marauder, conducted south-west
of Saigon between 1 and 7 lanuary 1956, employed this method to
search for the enemy 506 L,ocal Force Battalion. On this operation the
enemy was expected in company strength, and patrols were not
permitted to search in less than company groups.l5 A variation on this
theme, employed on Operation Hump, used patrol bases within a
company's allocated area of operations, allowing individual platoon
pahols to search the area by sectors. This method permifted a more
detailed search of allocated areas but risked having platoons spread
out more within an ruea of operations and thus increased the time it
would take to come to the aid of a platoon caught in an engagement
with the enemy.l7

When time was

limid,

sub'units generally moved from point

to point on a pre-arranged schedule.ls When this method
15
16
77
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employed on Operation Smash, between 17 and 21 December

7965,19

the battalion was inserted into a landing zone and then patrolled
through sectors to an extraction point.2o Although large areas could be
searched and the enemy's plans upset, albeit temporarily, the short
duration of such operations resulted in little long-term damage to
enemy capabilities.

A brief comparison of the relative succ€ss of these two
operations rcveals that where greater time was allocated to search
operations, improved resulb usually followed. Operation Marauder
allowed seven days for the battalion to search a 20 square kilonctre
area, resulting in one enemy killed and six enemy wounded, with
several bunkers, caches of rice and medical supplies located and
destroyed, together with two sixteen-metre'long sampans. In contrast,
Operation Smash allowed only four days to search a 59 square
kilomete are4 resulting in only two enemy killed and two camps
located.2l While several factors, including lower levels of enemy
presence and a less effective brigade plan, could have contribuH to
the lower level of succ€ss in Operation Smash, there is little doubt that
when time was allocated to searching, even within the confines of
high-tempo dispersed operations, the effort was attended by greater
success.

On arrival in Vietnam 1RAR was not fully preparcd for the
techniques of planning air support and had only limited knowledge of
the use of artillery.z This gave rise to several changes in techniques

and methods both within the battalion's headquarters and on the
ground with the rifle companies. The legacy of pentropic, SEATO
based concepts on predeployment combined-arms training has been

noted earlier, and it was this that contributed to the generally low
standard of preparation evident in fire-control procedures. The secrecy
and speed which surrounded lRAR's deployment to Vietnam left no
time to remedy this situation, even if its significance had been realised
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prior to commitment overseas.E In additiorl the amount of fire
support available to 1RAR from US sources was on a scale never
before experienced in Australia. Even when fire support was available
on exercises in Australia, it was rarely provided by more than a single
field battery; by mntrast, the combined use of the battalion's mortars,
the direct support field baftery, US medium guns, helicopter gunships

and offensive air support by tactical fighters required a level bf
coordination never before experienced by the Australians.

The solution lay in the development of the Fire Planning
Group, consisting of the commanding officer, the direct support
battery commander, the officer commanding support company acting
in the role of operations officer (US equivalent S3), the mortar platoon
commander and a USAF forward air controller (FAO when
required.24 These individuals worked in concert to solve the significant
problems inherent in the provision of fire support: intelligence and air
clearance. The general lack of intelligence made the task of fixing the
enemy and using fire support to destroy them difficult, giving rise to
the increased use of harassing fire on suspected enemy approaches,
possible mortar sites and supply routes.25 The most impoltant local
aspect to fire planning was the extremely heavy density of air traffic,
and the problems of dearance which this presented delayed many fire
missions beyond a reasonable period of time. This was caused
primarily by a delay in communications between the artillery battalion
fire direction centre and the air control groups, or by a lack of
coordination and urgenry between clearance agencies. To combat this,
an air grid system was developed and employed, which enabled
airspace users and fire units to communicate directly.26
While on operations the resolution of these problems was the
responsibility of the newly created fire control centre (FCC), run
primarily by the direct support battery commander and the mortar
platoon commander. While the FCC was co-located with the battalion
command post and provided communication, liaison and control for
Robert Breen, 'Problems of an Expeditionary Force - First Battalion Royal
Arrstralian Regiment in 1955', D4encc Fore lournal, No.50, Septeurber/OctoLer
24
25

26

1986 p.30.

Training lnforsration Bulletin No.ll, 'lssons From Operations in Viekram By
RAR', p.l8.
ibid., p.19.

ibid.
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all the battalions supporting fire, it was not yet incorporatd as an
integral component of the headquarters and required either field
telephone or radio communications to pass inforrnation.2T
Refinements of this system would come later in the army's
commitnrent to Vietnam as the fire control centre was incorporated
into the headquarters and air clearance became the rcsponsibility of
the unit controlling the ground over which the clearance was
requested.

On the ground, the provision of fire support also caused some
particular problems which training in Australia had not been able to
simulate adequately. There had been little realistic demonstration of
the effects which different types of fire actually produced on differing
targets on the ground, nor had the importance of ranging artillery by
sound rather than by sight in the close confines of the jungle been
demonstrated adequately.2S Officers down to the company level were
also expected to be trained fully in the conduct of an air strike in
support of a subunit while conducting operational movement.29
Problems caused by difficulties in navigation and the dense canopy
made the acrurate spotting of targets by forward air conbollers and
pilots difficult, which further compounded problems of fire support
and close air support. As a result, the effectiveness of fire support
varied widely.3o

Dffering attitudes to the provision of fire support also created

the potential for friction between allies. ltevious US operationd
experiences and the limiM war role of the US brigade resulted in
tactics based upon superior fire power and aggressiory with a
willingness to use massed artillery as a standard tactic during both
offensive and defensive operations. By contrast the Australians, both

as a result of previous experience and in resporue to general
parsimony in deftnce resources, tended to use artillery very
cautiously. Commenting on the American pactice of firing 'harassing
27
2E
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and interdiction' artillery tasks during the night, Essex{lark noted
that 'H and I [was] new to me because I had never had the luxurv of
inexhaustible 105 millimetre ammunition'.3l American infantry
battalions provided NCOs as artillery forward observers to their
companies, a practice that tended to unsettle Australian company
commanders who were accustomed to having captains allocated from
the artillely battery as their artillery observers.32 Artillery signal
procedures differed also. As a result of the US practice of sending
artillery defensive fire targets (DFs) in clear (uncoded) speech over the
radio, at least one com-pany commander stopped using them to protect
his harbours at night.s
Awareness in combined arms techniques was not limited to
the coordination of fire support. A valuable legary of the airmobile
concept upon which the 1RAR battle group had been based was the
lightweight Italian L5 pack howitzer, with which the Australian 105th
Field Battery was equipped. Its design allowed the weapon to be
disassembled for movement by helicopter and thus be flown into a
landing zone during an airmobile assault to provide fire support
before road convoys towing heavier artillery ardved. Limited
helicopter support available while training in Australia precluded
practice of this technique, however, and Operation Hump saw
Australian artillery committed to action by air for the first time during
the battery's first operation in Viebram.il

Operation Crimp presented 1RAR with the challenge of
to destroy large'scale tunnel and bunker
complexes for the first time, and the developments in engineer
techniques that resulted provided the basis for large.scale revision in
engineer training and employment. As noted above, engineer training
on exercises in Australia and during anticipated overseas deployments
searching and attempting

31

32
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Essex-Clark, lvfc,a.tir:k fuklicr,p.lB. H and I tasks were ardllery missions fired at
random lntervals during the night on suspected eneury supply routes or possible
mortar or rocket sites. They were intended to unsettle the eneury and make thesr
feel that nowhere was safe.
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emphasised largeecale engineering tasks such as road and airfield
conitruction, aria rcft sappers unprepared for tasks related specifically
to counter-revolutionary- warfarb.3S Conventional engineer wisdom

dictated centralising engineers to the greatest possible extent, a
sensible notion when conducting large-scale, labour-intensive tasks,
but one which was unsuited to providing engineer support to
dispersed comPany operations.In response !o lht P-robleP, Maior Ian
MacFarlang cbmrnanaing B Company, broke the six engineelg
allocated to his company down into three two-man'splinter'tearns'.$
These teams could then be sent forward to the rifle platoons as they
were required. This practice was latter developed on operation
Roundhouse to allow an engineer team to be attached to a platoon at
the start of an operaUon ind left there until its conclusion.3T The
experiences during operation cri^p proved valuable to the engineer
troop in Vietnam, and to the School of Military Engineering in
Ausiralia, both in developing approaches to tunnel search and
clearance and in dealing with booby traps. Despite this, lRAR's
commanding officer noted after the battalion's return to Australia that
further development of techniques and equipmen! for tunnel search
and destruction was needed, which contributed to Later developments
during the task force's operations in 1955.s
such differences in operating methods and asPects of tactics as
existed, werc simply concrcte expressions of a much higher level
divergence of perspective on how the war should be conducted The
situation which trid existed when the government agreed to send
troops to Vietnam had changed. Initial Eoop placements were based
upon the American endave strategy, which envisaged controlled base
areas, such as Bien Hoa, gradually being extended to meet up with
otherexpanding conholled areas. This had obvious analogies with the
expanding Whiie Area/ Black Area strategy that had been successful
in-Malaya, and with whidr the Australian defence establishment, in
particulir the army, was familiar. By the time 1RAR had arrived and
35
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had conducted ib initial operations, this shategy had given way to
Westmoreland's Search and Destroy strategy, and it was upon this

approadr that the battalion's shortduration, widely dispersed
operational pattern would be based. It demonstrated the degree to

which Australia^n operational methods had diverged from those of the

United States.3e While minor problems in Actical methods could
usually be reconciled sufficiently to permit effective operational
perforrnance, general Australian principles on the cpnduct of a
counter-revolutionary warfare campaign - such as population control
and civic action - were not easily adapted to fit in with American
higher shategy for the prosecution of the war.

From a national perspective, the success with which 1RAR
integrated into a larger national force so quickly and effectively was a
credit to the unit, but despite this the experience of working alongside

the Americans during 79656 had profound effects upon ttre
development of Aushalian tactical methods in subsequent years.
Whether the experiences of 1RAR are examined from the perspective
of operating concepts, tactics, baftle and staff procedures or roles and
missions, rnaFr variations existed.o The commitrrcnt of the battalion
within an American brigade highlighted the fundamental differences
between Australian and American concepts and illustrated to the
Australians some significant deficiencies in tactics and techniques. The
resolution of some of these problems through the creation of the fire
coordination centre or the splinter team remained with the army for
the whole of its commitment to Vietnam, while adaptations such as
coping with American artillery procedures and patrol methods
diminished in importance with the deployment of an independent task
force.

In some respects the sharply differing nature of Anrerican and
Australian tactics served to focus and clarify counter-revolutionary
warfare doctrine witNn Australia. Even though Anprican big-unit
warfare surprised and unsettled the Australians at the time, with the
benefit of Nndsight sorne officers, including the commanding officer
and at least one of his company conunanders, are morfe sanguine about
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experiences.4l The former officer commanding B
Company, Mapr Ian MacFarlane, notes wryly that the circtrmstances
with which the battalion was faced in 1965 would have precluded the
implementation of Australian doctrine to any significant degree, even
if the opportunity had arisen.a2 lrutead, the style of war with which
the Australians were presented forced them to confront weaknesses in
their training and organisation far rnore quickly than might have been
necessary had Australian methods alone been employed. After several
years of reliance upon theoqy, the Australian Army's enemy now had
concrete form and substance, and this enemy's form was adopted
quickly by the army's schools and unib. Various PaPers wriften by the
officers of the battalion were disseminated around the army and
served to inform and interpret existing doctrine, while other
procedures which had no existing parallel, such as the battalion s
technique of airmobile command and control, were adopted in their
entirety to form the basis of the task force's standard operating
procedures. lRAR's experience helped to refine and develop
Australian counEr-revolutionary warfare techniques in preparation
for the introduction of a much more independent Australian military
presence in Vietnam.

the battalions
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CHAPTER 3

AN INDEPENDENT TASK FORCE:
MAY 1955-IANUARY 1958
The experiences of working alongside the Americans were
mixed, and although 1RAR had conducted itself in the field with
proficiency, frustrations over Australian inability to determine
independent roles and missions matched reservations within army
headquarters about committing Australian forces to Viehram solely
within a US context. As a result, as early as |une 1965 the Chief of the
Genberal Staff, Lieutenant General I.N. WiltorU was planning to
increase the Australian commitrnent to a task force,l although in May
1965 a battalion was all the army was able to provide for service in
South Vietnam. With one battalion in Malaysia, a group of 100 advisers
already in Viehram, and with the manpower increases that national
service would provide not yet able to be drawn on, a battalion was all
that was immediately available. Wilton and his successor as Chief of
the General Staff, Lieutenant General T. f. Daly, understood that the
commitment of a task force would allow Australian forces to adopt
roles and tasks more suited to the employment of Australian doctrine
and would allow Australia to make a significant and identifiable
national qcntribution to the war. As a later Commander, Australian
Force Vietnam (COMAIV), Major€eneral K. Mackay, explained:
When a nation goes to war even in a small way, there is an
understandable desire to receive credit and publicity. The
result is that one seeks to form a nationally separate
operational unit and then formation as soon as possible, and
keep the national effort concentrated. At times the political
implications of a planned deployment are more important
than purely local military factors.2
This is not to say that the decision to increase the Australian
contribution was based solely upon a desire to nurture national pride.
David Horner, Austrelbn Higler Connurul in the Vbttnm War, Canberra Papers on
Shategy and Ddence No.40 (Strategic and Defence Studies Cenhe, Aushalian
National University, Canberra 798f,), p.72.
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The tactical role of a battalion within a task force was significantly
different from that of a task force within a division.3 A task force
enioyed a me.rsure of self-sufficiency which a battalion did not, and
due to its organisation and staffing a task force could accept between
one and four battalions under command, an o<panded regiment of
field artillery medium artillery supporting annour and engineers, an
independent and effective intelligence organisatiory together with
integral logistic elernents, all commanded by a headquarters that was
sufficiently large to allow forward planning as well as control of
current operation# (see Figure 4). The advantages which this
conferred were rnany, because in theory a task force could operate
independently of American control, thus allowing employment of
distinctly national doctrine and operational methods. An independent
task force would not be subiect to the same level of operational
inter{erence as a lone battalion.

In broad terms the task force had two main tasks, the first
being to conduct operations to destroy or at least neutralise the enemy
main and regional forces, and the second being to dismantle the Viet
Cong infrastmcturc within the villages. This strategy largely fitted
with the Australian doctrinal model, since it was based upon the idea
of Australian militaqy forces working in concert with the local
authorities to ensure the destmction of the enemy and a return to
lawful civil government. What happened, in effect, was that the level
of implied crcoperation between Australian forces and province
authorities was much lower than anticipated. The parallel and
integrated civil/military structure that had been the basis of sucress in
Malaya, and upon which much of Australian counter-revolutionary
warfare method was based, simply did not exist in South Vietnam. At
the commencernent of operations on 20 May 19# ttre task force did
not have rcsponsibility for the security of Phuoc Tuy Province. The
province's chief, Colonel Le Duc Dat, held that responsibility and was
in control of the provincial organisation of regional force companies
The 'task foce'norendeture was a carryov€r from the p€nhopic establlshm€nt.
task force maintained more inherent flexibility than e tsue Hangular-pattern
British brigade, hil it recrained the cpmmand headquarters whidr fitted betnreen
e battalion end e divisidr,
McNIdIl, To Lotrg Tut, p.179.
Comnander's Diary, HQ I ATF, May 196,6, Cgreral Sumnary May 1%6, AWM 95
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and popular force platoons and the one regular ARYry battalion, as
wel-aJthe support of the US Gvil Operations and Revolutionary
Developrnent Support (CORDS) advisers.6 While the premise
governing the introduction of a task force was well founded, the
foAity oi operations soon indicated that cpmbating the erymy il
Phuoc Tuy-would not be accomplished without a great deal of
adaptation and some compromise of existing operational rrsthods. The
army would face a situation in which its operational methods were
hannstrung by the Pressure of operational necessity ar,q b_y an
unrealistic asiignment of roles. As noted, the task force had two
separate operationat priorities, conventional oPerlqgry and
pacification, but each would require a rnainr effort from IAT which
was beyond the capabilities of the units assigned to it. From the
beginniirg of its operations, attempts to apply Australian doctrine
would force the task force to conduct simultaneous conventional
operations to neutsalise the main force unib while ocnducting
continuous pacification operatigns in the villages, with neither
assigned the priority it desened.T

It quickly becarrn aPParent that within these roles the task
force would be called upon to perform four rnain tasks, all different.
First, the task force would be responsible for maintaining the security
of its base area through inEnsive patrolling. second, it had within its
assigned role the dominance of its tactical area of responsibility within
the province; this induded a requirernent to conduct highway security
opeiations on Route 15 within the boundaries of the province. Third, it

was to assist with Pacification operations within Phuoc Tuy as
required. Finatly, it was to be available to conduct _operations
anywhere within the Itr C-lZ, as agreed with COMUSMACV - the socAtea 'out of province tasks' which would emPloy the task force
outside Phuoc tuy for much of 19i8 and 1969.8 The task force faced
enorrnous difficulty in attemPting to rrreet these varied tasks. In
response, the crcmmanders of the units within 1ATF refined and
developed tactical methods in the conduct of search and deshoy

6

7
8

Lecture by Brtgadter S.C. Graham, Brlsbane 196E, on IATF Opera$ons ln South
Viekram, copy ln author's pccbn.
Horner, Asslmlinn Higfut (nnnoril h the Victnam Wo,p2U9.
Md.I€ill, To long Ten, p 218.
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operations and cordon and search tasks as well as base security (see

Figure5).
The purpose of the first assigned role was the establishment of
a controlled area free of civilians out to moftar range to prcvent the

enemy from hiding among the population and launching surP-nse
attacks against the base. It also gave the soldiers the ability to fire their
weapons in defence without fear of hitting civilians. Initial cfearing
operations around Nui Dat owed much of their conceplo1to-the pre'
war Exercise Sky High of 1963. Operation Flardihood, the clearance
and initial base security operation, required the infantry battalions to
conduct saturation f,aubUi"g out to medium mortar rangej
designated Line Alpha, during which the task force had its first
fleeting encounters witfr srnail grouPs of enemy.ro The initial task force
commander, Brigadier O.D. Jackson, had been Director of Infantry
during Exercise Sky High and had been responsible for much of the
exercise planning.tt Furthermore this operation reflected general army
planning for the introduction of a task force'sized grouP to counter an
insurgency in Southeast Asia (see Figure 6).12
During the early stages of the task force's build-up operations
some of the legacie from the earlier pentropic establishrnent and force
structure preconceptions pelsisbd, and this caused sorne imPortant
aspects of the base's security to be preiudiced. Because army
assessments had predicEd that any deployment in Asia would require
an air-portable forte, unit establishments of vehides werc very low. As
a result, the task force base, which relied upon nrad transport for
resupply and not air bansport as had been envisaged, was underequipped with defensive stores and unit holdittg of ammunition and
general stores.l3 Furthermor',e, the concept of operations for a
deployment in Asia had not envisaged a task force maintaining a
sizeable land base as well as mounting forward patrols and operations
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Figure 6: 1ATF Tactical Area of Responsibility
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in depth, and thus holdings of machine guns and communications
equipnrcnt were strained severely.la As a consequence, the rifle
companies were forced b leaye rnachine guns behind when on Patrol
to protect the task force base.ls

Operations were characterised initially by nearconstant
patrolling on the part of the two battalions. Both units noEd problems,
similar to those which 1RAR had encounEred, with the use of air
support on a large scale,l6 while in-theatr,'e airmobile training was still
required despite the fact that 1ATF standard operating procedures for
airmobile planning were taken directly from lRAR's notes on
operations ard tater issued as standard operating procedues.u Both
SRAR and 6RAR had had a much longer perid of warning for
operations in Vieham and had benefited fiom information passed
back o Australia by IRAR, but despite these advantages adequate
helicopter training had still not been conducted before departure
overseas. The maix reason for this appears to have been a general lack
of enthusiasm for ground support tasking on the part of the RAAF,
and this manifested ibelf in several ways. Jackso& as Commander
1ATF declared as a consequence that 'therc is still a fundamental
difference in basic thinking betwecn the army and the IUL{II.18 As a
result, resporute times were inadequate and RAAF operational
procedures appeared slow and cumbersome in comparison to those of
US aviation units.lg In fairness to the air force, it was unreasonable of
the army to compare the capabilities of the RAAF and US Army
Aviation units tm dosely. Rotary-wing aircraft were relatively new to
the air force and even those pilots in the RAAF who understood and
championed the use of helicopters to support ground forces, such as
Wing Comnnnder R. A. Scott, No.9 Squadron's commanding officer,
laboured under restrictions imposed by a generally uruesponsive Air
l4
15
16

17
18

t9
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in Australia.T For most of the air force, helicopters

were

of a Cinderella element, which held little interest for an
organisation dominated by bomber and fighter pilots. Despite this,
something

rnany defenders of the air force's performance in Viehram point to the
way in which the RAAF was forced to deploy helicopters overseas
with little warning, usually attributed to army pressure, as an excuse
for poor operational readiness upon anival. It is true that No.9

Squadron was deployed on short notice, but the resultant lack of
preparedness had more to do with inter-service politics and with the
recalcitrance of air force higher command than with operational
requirements. Chris Coulthard{lark has pornted out that:

A complaint on these grounds might find little sympathy
among seryices who pride themselves with thoughfful
anticipation of real requirements, and in this case it deserves
even less. As early as 1965 the Army had signalled its thoughts
on the desirability of helicopter support for 1RAR in Vietnam
and received a cold rebuff from the RAAF. The Chief of the
Air Staff, Air Marshall Murdoctr, nuy have been iustified in
terms of resourc€ allocation for the stanc€ he took, but the
terms in which he reiected the Army's suggestion were tactless
at best.2l

Conventional wisdom within the army regarded helicopters as
an integral part of the land battle and held that the ground commander

should determine their tactical employment. The physical separation
of No.9 Squadron at Vung Tau and the task force at Nui Dat made
dealing with this problem all the more difficult, and it was never
resolved satisfactorily during the whole of the task force's operations
in Vietnam. The problem was eased by the development of greater
faith in the task force on the part of the RAAB and by a relocation of
the RAAF ground liaison section from Vung Tau to 1ATF
headquarters at Nui Datn Both these developncnts signalled a
greater willingness on the part of the RAAF to meet the operational
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Chris C-oulthard€arl9 Ttu RAAF in Vbtnon: Austratin Ait Inwloenent h tIE
Vbtrum War 7962-7975 (Allen & Unwin in assc. with the Ausbalian War
Mesrorial Sydney, 1995), p'p.13G48.
Chris Coulthard-Oark, The Aushalian Experiene of Air/Land Qperations:
Vietnam'tn Grey and DerrniE Fwn Past b Futurc,p,l35,
Commander's Diary, HQ lAfi, Jue 1966, Minutes of Meeting to Digcuss RAAF
Air Support Between BRIG Jac&son and GIICAPT Raw, AWM 951/4/4.
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needs of the battalions, but
contact between individuals.

it was the product of time and personal

of the task force meant that only one
battalion could be deployed away from the base on extended
The limited resources

operations at any one time, while the other was tied down on dose
protection patols and rnanning the defensive positions of the base
irea.B When troops were deployed away from the task force base, the
tactics developed reflecEd mudr of the uncertainty and hesitancy

which characErised this period. Unlike later periods of task force

operations, search and destroy tasks were conducEd at battalion level,

with units assigned relatively small areas in which to

search,

precluding free'ranging dispersed operations. General operational
patterns involved the oceupation of a fire support Patrcl base and
company patrolling within specified subunit arealr, permitting a
considerable level of physical control over subunits by commanding
officers. D,rring this period artillery support was mandatory for all
operations, due to an understandable unwillingness to be left without
fire support if a large encounter with a still relatively unknown enemy
occurred,4 and calling for artillery becarne a standard procedure
within the task force as-soon as contact with an enemy was made.25
The paftern of searching resembled that derreloped by 1RAR
during 196546, with companies employing either a patrrol base from
which platoon patrols could be sent, or a patnol route which allowed a
whole company b search across a wide frontage. Patnol bases were not
ocrupied for more than ffi hours, which was a significant departurc
from past Australian ocperience and doctrine, which envisaged
occupying patrol bases for a minimum of tl8 hours, and serves to
highlight the caution which limited intelligence forced upon the
battalion subunit acdcs.25

While intelligence s"ggested that two main force regiments
and one local battalion were active in the Austalian TAO& it was
23
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unable to provide a reliable indication of their locations or intentions.2T
As an o<ample of the clonsequences of this uncertainty, Operation
Hobart II (a proposed cordon and search of Duc My village) was
postponed while 6RAR was deployed on a clearing operation
(Operation Brisbane) to ensure the security of the task force base.B
Uncertainty as to the location of the VC Main Force led Jackson to
mount operations to try to find it, and if not to desboy it, then at least
to keep it away from the main centres of population.
By September 1966 the task force was able to consolidate what
the last operations, involved closely with
ensuring the security of the task force base.2e During the latter part of
1965 the Prlessurre on the task force of maintaining search and destroy
operations lessened, as the task force grew nrore confident of its ability
to ensure the security of the base area and to deal effectively with the

it had achieved and conduct

threat posd by the main force units. Within 5RAR this led to a re.
evaluation of strategy which convinced the task force comrnander to
allow the commanding officer, Lieutenant Colonel J. A. Warr, to begin
a campaign targeting the Viet Cong infrastructure within the villages.
SRAR had conducted several cordon and search operations during the
latter half of 79ff,, which had convinced Warr of the efficiency of
targeting the villages rather than the main force units.m Operations
Sydney II, Holsworthy and Yass had developed several skills relating
to night movement, population control during a cordon, and
command and control within the battalion which wene later
incoqporated into standard operating procedures.3r As a result of this
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suctess the new task force comrnander, Brigadier S. C' Graham,
utilised sRAR in cordon and search operations to implement his newly
developed operational concept of concentrating on the .population
celrtriof Dit Do and Phuoc FIai, which were the recruiting ground
for D445 Bathlion.P As a consequence,6RAR wiN usd in the seardt
and destnoy role in order to keep pressure on D,[45 Battalion and the
main force units.
Operation Syd."y tr illustrated that the crucial moment in a
cordon and searctr operation was the dosing of the cordog 9d that
the cordon should Ue ctosea imnrediably prior b first light. This
allowed the cordon forre to move into ib final positions quickly,
before the village awoke, and with the minimum chance of a patrol
clash occurring as patrols npved onto cordon points from converging
axes in tne aa*.aelessons drawn from sydney tr included the need
for a morc efficient slntem of interrogating suspects,t and a
requirement to present a nrore pooitive image of cordon operations to
thd vilagers. As a consequence,later operations employed w-hite tape
rather Oan UarUea wire to create compounds in the intewiew area,
and the battalion band was ernployed to play music for the villagers.S
Later operations, such as operation Beaumaris, the cordon and search
of An Nhut held on 1&14 February 1967, sw the development of a
considerably nmre complex and effuctive screening and inbrrogation
area, and much of the sucress in identifying enemy cadres during
these later operations was owed to this system (see Figurc 7).
Similar advances were made in the searching of villages and
the clearing of fortified positions. lRAR's commanding-office-r noted
after Operition Crimp in January 1966 that improved methods of
tururel iearch and clearance and demolition of bur*ers and caches
the engineers supporting the battalion, and by |9n9
were required by
-Enoggeri
demonstrated that such developments had
1966 Oplration
taken piace. This opeiation was aimed at destroying the tunnels and
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Figure 7: Comparative Layout of Cordon and Seardr Screening
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fortifications beneath the deserted village of long Phuoc, and to
achieve this 6RAR wt alocaed the whole of 1 Field Squadron RAE in
support.s During the operation the engineers tested and evaluated six
diffirent items of equipment and techniques, induding US acetylene
gasgenerating equipment for the destruction of tunnels and
AusLatianaesigned gas turbines for locating tunnel entrances,
conventional explosives, an Australiandeslgnd communications
sygtem for use by ttrnnel seatchers, and a garsensing 6""i6s.37 tr11
examination of 5RAR's organisation during this operation gives a
sense of how lavish engineer support was during this period of task
force operations, especially when it is noEd that an engineer-Eoop of
one officer and approximately 30 nen was the normal scale of suPport
offered to an infantry battalion$ (see Figure 8). While engineer
support was lavish, the techniques of employrng saPPers- in small,
d$tersed groups had not yet been perfected. Figure 8 indicates that
while the numben of engineers was high, their command and control
was still very centralised.
This was the situation that existed by the beginning of \967'
and fanuary 1967 brought a number of changee within the task force.
This period also saw the handover of comrnand of the task force from
Brigidier Iackson to Brigadier Grahar& and the new task force
commander would develop an operational plan which took advantage
of the advances already made in province security and was based
upon much greater levels of intelligence than had been available to his
predecessor. Graham recognised that destroying the main force units
was an unrealistic aim, given the task force's still limied strength, and
he concenEaed his efforb on the local force battalion and the village
guerrilla companie, acknowledging that destruction of one led to the
destmction of the other.39 The result of this was a rnenewed emphasis
on specifically targeEd search operations which supported Pressure
on the Viet Cong village infrastructure.

%
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52 'Eilucatingan Army'
Graham had a significant advantage over his predecessor due
to the presence of the 9 US Division at Bearcat and the 11 US
Armoured Cavalry Regiment at C-amp Blackhorse, near the centre of
274VC Main Force Regiment's usual area of operations. This allowed
him to concEntrate the efforts of the task force in the south and southeast of the province.ao One of the keystone in this policy was the
development of the barier minefield between the task force's new
advanced base area, at the Horseshoe, and the sea. This minefield
would eventualy be regarded as a costly mistake, with many of the
mines it contained later being lifted by the enemy and used against
task force soldiers, but at the time of construction it represenEd a new
direction in operations.
Despite the new direction which the task force commander
was anxious to pursue, the Americans still believed that pacification
was a task better left to the South Vietnamese. While the Australians
may have wished to spend more time on pacification operations, in
line with their doctrine and experience, the task force commander
could hardly deny that conducting large'scale operations alongside the
Americans fell within the tasks assigned to them. The problems faced
when attempting to operate according to the tenets of national
doctrine, by a task force which was too small to etraomPass all the
operational requirernents of the forc€, were well illustrated.al

Following the resumption of sweep operations, nAR - one of
the two newly rotated battalions within the task force - was forced to
develop several new techniques for the comrnand and control of large'
scale operations and the coordination of fire support. The battalion's
commanding officer, Lieutenant Colonel Eric Smith, was the only one
of the Vietnamera commanding officers to have seen commissioned
service within the 2nd AIF, and as a result of his experiences fighting
the fapanese during the later stages of the New Guinea campaign held
the eflectiveness of supporting fires in high regard.42 ln crcnsequence,
m,AR tended to employ fire support to a much greater degree than
other battalions, and developed some unusual SOPs and techniques to
facilitate ib use.6 The pattern of operations pursued by the task force
40
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contributed to this also, with nAR bearing much of the burden of
operations in depth against D145, while 2RAR(ANZAC) tended to be
employed in the south and southwestern areas of the province
conducting pacification tasks.44
Smith considers that despite the work done by the task force
during the initial twelve months in Vietnam, much of the province
beyond the populated areas was unknown and thus extremely
dangerous, resulting in a reluctance on his part to employ single
platmns on patrolling operations without the remainder of the
company close at hand.as As in previous unit tours, patrols were not
permitted to operate outside the range of artillery and, as a
consequence, nAR became very proficient at deploying in and out of
fire support bases.

Patrol patterns were still reasonably closely controlled, with
companies given strict subunit boundaries, with relatively little
dispersion of platoons, allowing the company forward observers to be
retained as a single party located either with the company
headquarters or with the leading platoon. In order to allow companies
to bring in very close fire support in the event of a contact, the mortar
platoon was occasionally broken down to give each rifle company a
section of two mortars in direct support. The flexibility which two
mortars gave aompanies on operations allowed them to utilise close
fire support in situations when terrain or position placed limitations on
the effectiveness of artillery.as The value of this solution had been
dirussed in one of 5RAR's after-action reports the previous year, with
both the commanding officer and the company commander involved
conduding that firing mortars on primary charge allowed fire support
to be brought within minimum range.47 Smith had access to both
SRAR's and 6RAR's after-action reports while preparing ffiAR for
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overseas servica,$ and had noted the utility of mortars at platoon and
company level during the Korean War.

As a result of TRAR's o<tensive use of fire support it became a
standard operating procedure to respond to any contact rcport coming
into the battalion comrnand post with one ranging round from both

the direct support battery and the mortar platoon, and thus fire
support reslx)nse became very fast and acrurate. Utilisation of weight
of fire was not limited to artillery however, and sections developed
the habit of firing a crcmplete lOGround belt of machine gun fire on
initial contact in order to cover their deployment.49
Unlike rnany comrnanding officers, Smith chose not to operate
from his direct support helicopter, preferring to remain on the ground
in the command post whenever possible. It was his belief that the poor
radio fit of the light observation helicopter precluded him from
commanding the battle to best effect. However he did employ the
helicopter to carry the battalion s second-in-comrrand in the role of an
airborne safety officer for artillery missions and dose air support
tasks.s

It is clear that the desire to employ Australian operational
in the decision to expand
Australia's commitment in Vietnam to an independent task force.
What beqcmes clear also is that the form that the task force would take,
with only two infantry battalions available, would be insufficient to
allow many of the task force comrnander's intentions to be realised
fully. As a result, the first year and a half of operations in Phuoc Tuy
Province were a frustrating mix of sucressful pacification tasks and
often fruitless operations in depth, many of which were instigated by
the Americans. In response to these crcmpeting demands, the thinly
stretched and often overworked units of the task force were forced to
adapt existing operational methods to fit the reality of the tasks
assigned to them. The development of SRAR's specialised cordon and
search methods and RAR's fire support coordination techniques are
prirne examples. What this period displays most clearly is the effect a
higher commander's intentions have upon tactics at even the most
methods and doctrine was a prime factor
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basic level. The Australians were never forced to abandon the central
tenets of their doctrine, namely methodical searching and population

control, but the ubiquitous influence of the Americans stretched the
Australians' desire to maintain their own unique doctrine almost to
breaking point on some occasions.

CHAPTER 4

'OUT OF PROVINCE OPEITATIONS':
IANUARY 1968-IUNE 1e5e
The decision to add a third battalion (3RAR) to the task force

in December

7967 had widereaching implications both in Australia
and in Vietram. It forced upon the anny a requirement to raise and
train another battalion in less than a year to meet the need for
replacement and rotation, and allowed a significant expansion of the
task force's capabilities, restricted to date by lack of manpower.I Of the
two infantry battalions previously available, only one could be
deployed on operations while the other was required to remain and
protect the task force base.2 With a third battalion deployed, two full
battalions were available for operations and this gave the task force
significantly more flexibility. Operations became longer and wider
rangrng as the task force began to seek out the enemy main force units
which had, until that time, been too powerful to confront. A change of
task force commander also affected the operational tempo of the task
force. Brigadier C. M. I. Pearson, who took over command in
September 1958, believed that the role of the task force was to destroy
the enemy, as opposed to conducting pacification tasks.3 The Tet
offensives of 1958 and 1969 saw the role of the task force upgraded,
correctly in Pearson's view, following requests from the Americans to
take a greater role in operations outside the province and against the
enemy rnain force.4 As a result, 1ATF was deployed for significant
periods oubide Phuoc Tuy Province. These deployments often placed
the task force astride maior enemy routes of infiltration toward Saigons
(see Figure 9).

Between early 1968 and mid-1969, lAff was involved in a
range of operations that differcd significantly from those which had
1

2

Brief to the CGS. Feasibility of a Third Battalion in IATF, AWM 101 Iteur 10.
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Figure 9: 'Out of Province' Operationd Area
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gone before.5 The soldiers of the task force were now faced with a
range of situations that led to one of the most conctntrated periods of
tactical development during the Australian commitnent to Vietnam.
The decision by North Vietnam to mount an unprecedented offensive
in the South forced a change in operating methods at the task force
level and a re.evaluation of some aspects of subunit tactics and
techniques. Before this, tactics and techniques had moved through
several distinct phases which were governed by lack of manpower as
well as compromise and disharmony between the Australians and the
Americans over the task force's true role. A resolution of manpower
problems and an intensification of the war that led to an expansion of
the task force's role produced a situation where tactical development
was driven by purely technical factorc.

This chapter has two aims. First, it will describe some of the
methods by which the Australian force solved the mapr tactical
challenges of the period under review. Second, it will highlight the
way key skills continued to be refined and illustrate the way tactics
and techniques remained the subject of continuous developrrcnt for
the duration of the Australian involvement in the Vietnam War.
The 'out of province' years provided two very different ranges
of experience. On one hand, the increased intensity of the war forced
onto commanders at all levels a requirement to develop a range of new
measures in bunker tactics, improvernents to arnpured/infantry
cooperation and the practice of defensive tactics, while on the other
hand something very different occurred concurrently within the
battalions. In addition to the rnaFr developrnents outlined above,
minor yet continuous improvements and changes occurred in core
counter-revolutionaqy warfare skills such as cordon and search,
reconnaissance in force, ambushing, and convoy protection. As has
been noted previously, operations such as patrolling, cordon and
search and interdiction of enemy supply lines were major features of
the first year and a half of task force operations. It is not suggested
here that these operations were discontinued during the 'out of
province' phase. These skills continued to develop but at a slower
pace, while the pace of development of new skills reflected a very
steep learning curve. The development of the core skills in the first
Homer (ed), D.ty First, p2)8.
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phase of the task force's operations represented a period during which

the army consolidated the lessons learnt from predeployment
exercises and initial operations. The lessons learnt during the'out of
province'ye.rrs, on the other hand, forced the task force to relearn and
reapply skills that had been outside the army's range of experience and

training for some time.
Most infantry battalions, with the notable exception of those
deployed in 79&67, accumulated a wide range of experience in
attacking bunker systerns in close country.7 The bunker system was
generally not well understood initially by most levels of command and
was one aspect of operations in Vietnam on which no emphasis had
been placed during training prior to deployment.s The concept of
attacking a strong point or defended locality was described in the
relevant training pa.mphletg but, despite this, practical experience of
these skills had not been a feature of Australian counter-revolutionary
warfare experience. For this reason it was accorded no priority in
training, and in this the Malayan Emergency was clearly important in
shaping perceptions of how the enemy would behave when
confronted in its base areas. Counter Rcwlutionary Warfare stated that
'the enemy is likely to disperse at the first threat', and used this
assertion as a basis for employing encircling tactics when confronting
the enemy in a static location such as a camp.lo
By contrast, confronting the enemy in its base areas in Vietnam
was likely to provoke extremely heavy and aggressive defence that
resulted in the fiercest of contacts. That the task force was not hained
for bunker fighting represented a significant failure in the design of the
pre.deployment training prograrnmes, a situation which led
Lieutenant Colonel Colin IGhn, the commanding officer of SRAR on
its second tour, to declare that 'in my opinion my battalion had been
prepared for entirely the wrong form of war'.ll Attacks on defended
7
8

9

10
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strong points had been a tactical method employed by Australian
troops in every war this cenhrry and in an article published after the
return of 1RAR from their second tour, one of the company
comrnanders pointed out conectly that, as in bunker fighting, 'hard
won experiences gained in war are often forgotten in peace only to be
relearned by bitter experience'.I2 His assertion is particularly pointed
when we consider that almost all the bunker fighting tactics that

developed in Vietnam were broadly similar to those techniques
developed in other theatres of other wars. As early as 1965, on ib first
tour, 1RAR had fought bunker contacts, but the threat that these
systems posed was not incorporated initially inb the training syllabus
for battalions working up for service in Vietnam. It appears that
despite the information that returnd to Australia with IRAR, bunker
fighting was regarded as uncharacteristic of operations in Viebram,
and this belid was not dispelled in any way by the task force's first
year and a half of operations, which suggested that bunkers were not
for fighting but for shelter.l3

locating a bunker system before contact occrrrred depended

on the ability of soldiers to 'read signs' and deduce the possible
location of the system. The greatest problem of bunlcer fighting was
overcoming the effect of heavy initial casualties, and only reading
signs could do this.14 Most bunker systems shared a number of
corunon characteristics that aided in their identification.lS
The presence of a bunker system having been identified, it was
necessary to determine its size, the location of its flanks (if any existed)

and the location of any tracks leading out of it before an attack could
If this could be done without the enemy beocming aware
of the presence of friendly troops then ambushes could be laid on
tracks leading out of the system, but these would prove successful
only if the enemy were driven out of their bunkers. To this end an
artillery fire mission outside the camp was sometimes used to scare the
enemy out of the camp while ambushes caught retreating enemt a
be launched.
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technique utilised by lRdR during Operation Hawkesbury in the Hat
Dich in September 1968.16

While the above method was certainly simple, it was rarely
successful because only very small enemy logistic or transit units
would choose regularly to abandon a defensive position without a
fight. Stubborn defence in the face of attack became increasingly the
case during 1959, when the depleted ranks of provincial and local force
units were swelled with northern regular soldiers. The northerners,
having limited local knowledge of the areas in which they fought,
were reluctant to leave known positions to attempt to evade searching
forces.l7 Additionall)', sending out reconnaissance elements to explore
the extent of bunker complexes ran the risk of pushing small forces
into situations from which they would have considerable difficulty
fighting their way out if engaged.SRAR found reconnaissance patrols
to be of limited value in bunker systems because they limited the
ability of artillery and gunships to give vitally important initial fire
support.ls Aftempb to insert blocking forces at the iear of systems, as
described in the relevant pamphlet, suffered from similar problems
because the prevalence of sentries on the approaches to bunkers and
the camouflage of the systerns meant that few systenu were spotted
before contact was made.lg By conhast, 6RAR employed fighting
patrols to conduct reconnaissance by fire in order to determine the
extent of a system. While the difference in approach reflects partly the
attitudes and opinions of the individual commanders on the spot, it
was also the result of different methods of patrolling employed by the
two battalions. SRAR's patrols tended to be generally smaller, based on
a half company, and therefore less able to afford detaching elements in
reconnaissance.2o

Once in contact, dominating the firefight became more
important than continuing reconnaissance. Most contacts in bunker
systems occurred at particularly close ranges, mostly between two and
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metersl and at this point in the contact the advantage generally lay
with the enemy. Australian troops were forced to develop methods to
regain the ini-tiative, in order io have the ability to-create .tactical
op"tio*. The two main methods employed were the bounce' attack
d th" deliberate attack. Thq 'bounce' attack was an immediate
"t
assault after contact or after discovery of the systen1 with no
20

preparatory bombardment. some of these attacks were suctessful, but
itr""tty oniy against small camps and logistic units. The obvious risk
was that thi unit in contact woutd push forward into a system without
knowing its true size, incur heavy casualties and be unable to
withdrJw.z SRAR's Operation C-amden in August 1969 saw a most
intense period of bunker fighting, resulting in the discovery of the
headquarters of the Viet Cong tvtiiitary Region 5, containing over 2000
bunkers. The operation gave-the battalion exPosure to !y*er attacks
of both types, and as a reutt of their experiences the deliberate attack
became more common, and made the greatest possible use of all
available fire support.B
one of the disadvantages inherent in the basic tactical subunit, the rifle platoorU was thafit hcked organic explosive {irepowel.

The Viet Cong made effective use of the rocket-proPelld grenade
(RpG) and aut6matic weapons to produce an enonnous volume of fire
on contact but in contrasi the Auitralian platoon, conditioned by the
experiences of the Malayan Emergency.PlaJ{ -h"",ty emphasis on the
use of single, well-aimed shots or quick double taps.za This _attitude
proved to-be an inadequate solution in aftacking bunkers, where the
a$acking force was teq"i"ed to achieve superiority of fire very quickly'
The weikness was particularly apparent to commanding officers who
had seen service in ttre Korean War, where platoons had two light
mortars and two 2s-inch rocket launchers as an integral part of their
headquarten.2S The newly introduced MT2light anti-armour weaPon
2l
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was pressed into service because its high<xplosive anti-tank (HEAT)

warhead could be employed to strip away foliage and engage
with these weapons were encountered, though,
because the warhead often detonated on foliage before striking a
bunker, a problem not solved until the introduction of a rifle'proiected
M26 grenade in December 1!)69. Once the rifle-proiected grenade was
inhoduced, trmps had the ability to punch explosives through foliage,
and an immediate increase in the success of bunker contacts was
noted.27 Withdrawals from a contact to allow fire support to be
employed became a regular feature of bunker fighting. The inbgrated
use of small arms, M79s, hand grenades and Claymore mines,
combined with ambushes and snipers in depttr, was developed to
create a depth of fire within sections, platoons and companies,
allowing a vital breathing spac€ to be gained. If the enemy could be
forced to pause for even the briefest of periods, the initiative could
bunkers.25 Problems

often be regained.2S
Once troops were out of contact, the full weight of firepower
available to the task force could be employed against the bunker
system. Techniques for employing fire support varied liftle from past
practice. When the bunker system was first identified a helicopter
gunship light fire team (LFT) was placed on standby and the artillery
forward observer requesEd a fire mission and registered cut-off
targets. An air strike might also be planned at this point. If heavy fire
was required, 155 mm medium artillery and air strikes had the greatest
effect. Once the assault had penetrated the system, artillery was used
to isolate the position, while gun ships could provide intirnate support
for attacking infantry. Air strikes, while providing significant capacity
for destruction of bunkers, also produced significant deadfall from the
surrounding canopy, which impeded the movement of infantry and
tanksP and an air strike procedure was developed which gave
maximum flexibility while allowing the infantry comrnander to fight
26
27
2E
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the battle unintemrpted. Responsibility for coordinating the air strike
was passed to the commanding officer (CO), rather than the company
commander in contact, and the CO conducted all the air support
briefings to the pilots. This process allowed the CO to follow the battle
and removed a considerable amount of aircraft chatter frorn the
company command net.s

In the assault phase itse[ the section possessed sufficient
resources to neutralise bunkers. The ten-man rifle section specified on
the battalion's establishment was usually reduced to around six or
seven men actually on operations. An individual bunker therefore
became the task of a section. Bunkers were generally mutually
supported by at least two others, and these had to be suppressed while
the target bunker was attacked. To achieve this, the machine gun team
and two or three riflemen employed small arms and M79 gtenade
launcherc to suppress enemy fire while one or two nominated
members crawled forward to desboy the target with rifle fire and
grenades. The importance of recognising dead ground was critical to
success, since forward motion in contact relied upon the ability of the

individual soldier and those immediately around him to employ fire
and movement.3l The skills of careful and controlled fire and
movement were badly taught and appliedP a situation which can be
blamed, in many respects, on the tactical lessons drawn from the
Malayan Emergency. While poor fire and movement remained a
problem for the duration of the war, its importance was highlighted
during this period of operations. Most of the tactics developed to
counter insurgents were based upon the notion that the enemy would
not stay and fight when encountered, and it was this assumption
which developed the quick attack into a drill. This experience prepared
soldiers for the 'patrol dash type of crcntact, but did not preparle them
for the complexities of bunker fighting. The techniques for employing
fire and movement conectly were laid out in the relevant baining
syllabus but recent operational experience had not underpinned the
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importance of using them.s In bunker fighting progress was laborious
and slow, and commanders faced the problem of controlling several
battles in miniature within their subunits.
Because the forward obseryer's party was usually with
company headquarters, it was often unable to adiust fire support in
front of the lead platoons accurately enough. To combat this, the party
was split to allow the forward observer to remain with the company
commander, while the assistant, usually a bombardier, moved with
one of the forward platoons. The other platoon usually received a
mobile fire controller from mortar platoon, thus allotting each forward
platoon a specialist fire support observer. This practice was in
contravention of the principle of grouping control of artillery at the
highest level, but was usually possible in battalions where the direct
support battery commander had a close working relationship with the
commanding officer.g
Once defeated, a bunker system still had to be destroyed or
otherwise denied to the enemy. Engineer support became essential
during this phase and two approaches to the task developed. Some
commanders, especially engineers, believed that destruction of a
system guaranteed immediate denial to the enemy of both living and
fighting accommodation, and also bansit accommodation. The
alternative, leaving bunkers intact, was based on the notion that this
encouraged the enemy to return to areas that were known, thus
allowing ambushes to be set. The solution to the problem in fact drew
on both schools of thought. Bunkers were generally destroyed by
explosives or seeded with riot control/tear gas, while ambushes were
set around a bunker complex for several days to catch enemy parties
returning to conduct damage assessment.3s If the size of the system
was sufficiently small, a platoon could be employed on this task while
the remainder of the company cpntinued to follow up the enemy.s
33
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Undoubtedly the greatest weaPon for defeating bunkers was
the tank. Tanks were able to rnove forward in contact in a bunker
system because they were largely impervious to srnall-arms fire and
had a direct-fire weaPon with enough power to defeat a bunker,
providing a significant morale .boost to tsoops. Tanks fircd highexplosive and canisbr rounds to clear undergrowth and expose
bunkers, or any other enemy location, and they provid-ed more
intimate direct fire support than artillery or even helicopters.t

While bunker tactics offer the best illustrations of the
in Vietnam, they were only one way in
which tanlc were employed on operations. Ttre development of
infantry-arnnur tactics provides yet another example of the 'corpsdevelopment of tank tactics

centric; naturc of the army of the 1950s. The initial deployment of the
task force to VieEram was undertaken without the inclusion of tanks.
Both Brigadier O. D. fackson and the Commander Australian Force
Vietnam, Mapr€eneral D. Vincent, lobbied hard for the inclusion of
tanks in the ask forcE s order of battle, but the prevailing view in army
headquarters was that tanks would be an administrative burden and
unabft to cope with the terrain and climate of Vietnam.sS While both
the counter-revolutionary warfare pampNet and the pamphlet on
annour descriH the roles of armour in that tlpe of war, practical
experience of elnploying annour on either exercises or operations was
limited.3e

Responsibility for this lies with both the infantry and the
armoured corps. For their Part, many of the senior officers of the army
were former infantrymen who had seen the value of tanks in both the
Second World War and Korea. Tanks dernonstrated their utility in a
counter-revolutionary warfare exercise in 1964, and it was this activity
which had convinced C-olonel O. D. JacksorL then acting as a task force
commander of both r€gular and CMF trooPs, of their worth.s Based
Draft paper on courbined-atrrs warfare matt€rs presented to the 197l CGS
Exerdi Sy Hea& of C-cpe, un-acesioned ardrMi docturent, @Py in author's
poeeesdo+ p2.
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on this experience, arrnour should have been included in the planning

of counter-revolutionary warfare

exercises on a routine basiq but
again preconceptions regarding armour's limited role in counterrevolutionary war{are persisted from SEATO exercises and the
pentropic experiment. While the army of the day was an infantrybased organisation and should not have displayed the level of
combined anns myopia that it did, the armoured corps did little to
alleviate this problem. A former troop commander in C Squadron, 1
Armoured Regiment, the squadron initially deployed to Vietnam,
thought that much of the tsaining undertaken by his unit was more
suited to the plains of Germany than the iungles of Vietnam.4l
Certainly, the rolling hills of Puckapunyal range bore little
resemblance to the ter:rain of Southeast Asia. Over time, both infantry
and armoured commanders realised slowly that there was no such
thing as'tank country'in a restrictive sens€, and that while some types
of terrain were better suited to tanks than others, with time and effort
(sometimes engineer effort) tanks could operate almost anywhere.4

Communication with the infantqy also posed problems. As an
indication of how divergent infantry and armoured tactics had
become, the radio sets installed in tanks were not compatible with
those operated by the infantry# and this posed particular difficulties
when directing fire against targets in bunker contacts. The implications
of this for dose cooperation were not realised prior to deployment to
Vietnam because the infantry were generally not exposed to tanks as

part of their predeployment training during this phase of the war.M
Solutions to the problem varied, and dismounted armoured liaison
officers, use of radios when possible and employment of white
phosphorus and tracer rounds were all methods employed for
indicating enemy locations to tanks.4s These techniques solved the
problems of target indicatiorU but could not be extended to
41
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morc complex combined-arms tasks. Without neliable radio
communications, it remained difficult to give tanks orders or request
advice.

When on the move, command and control problems between
infantry and armour still occurred. The problems tended to lie with the
employment of armourcd personnel carriers (APG) rather than tanks.
APCs were often used in the battlefield mobility role, and in doing so
were subjected to the threat of ambush or other forms of contact when
on the move, while tanks were usually only called forward to support
the infantry after a significant contact had developed. As a result,
problems of command between tanks and infantry posed fewer
problems because the tanks were unlikely to be in a position where
they were operating with infantry in circumstances where snap
decisions had to be made immediately following a contact. The task
force commander, Brigadier Iackson, first raised the issue in 1966, but
despite this confusion and disagreement continued over command
relationships in an infantry-armour combined-arrns operation. Both
the armour and infantry pampNets were quite dear that when
infantry were carried, the infantry commander had control. Despite
this, when armoured priorities and infantry priorities came into
conflict, command issues proved difficult to resolve quickly. For
example, when armoured units came under fire from anti-armour
weapons, armoured doctrine dictated that trmps must dismount and
clear the enemy.46 In contrast, infantry priorities often lay with
maintaining the momentum of the attack or advance. The armour
pamphlet stated 'that the small numbers of tanks available to the
infantry division would preclude permanent infanbry/tank
affiliations'. It was considered vital, therefore, that'all infantrymen be
made familiar with the capabilities of anks and their methods of
operation. The drills for infantry/tank co-operation in all likely types
of operation must be clear, detailed and rehearsed', and further that
'the successful use of the APC demands that infantry commanders at
all levels be expert in giving and receiving radio orders'.47 The
experience of actual operations proved to be very different, with some
junior infantry comrnanderc reluctant even to wear the A[€ radio

M
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Anstralian Al:rrrn Military Brcnrd Anou4 p.*5.
ibid., and p.l2-1.
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headset.s This reluctance could be intelpreted as a refusal to embrace
combined-arms operations on the patt of sorne within the infantry
battalions, but often more simple reasons such as the desire of the
infanby commander to listen to his platoon or oompany net, or to ride
on top of the vehide so he could navigaE, might explain this
phenomenon. In some cases the armoured headsets provided in the
vehides were either unseryiceable or had cables which were too short
to allow the commander to sit on top.

Traditional area defensive tactics, which relied upon
employing ground to best effect to destroy the enemy, were generally
outside the requirenrents of counter-revolutionary warfare. The
importance of holding Errain simply for the sake of holding it was not
a feature of insurgency warfare, and for that reason battalions did not
train to conduct traditional area defence. While constructing field
defences was important in the building of fire support patrol bases,
this type of base changed the style of a battalion's defensive layout.
Traditional defensive tactics were based upon having flanking units
and formations to either side of a battalion's allocated frontage. In this
case a commander could make a reasonable appreciation of the
enemy's most likely approach. In a war with no defined fronts or
flanks, defensive tactics had to evolve to accommodate an enemy who
could approach from any direction, or several directions
simultaneously. As a result, defensive positions took on the
appearance of huge harbours with infantry companies spread around
the perirreter protecting the headquarters in the centre. The principles
of defence, such as depth and all.around defence, remained applicable,
but the resultin_g layout of the defensive position was totally different
(see Figure 10).ae
As noted already, developments in corc techniques of qcunterrevolutionary war{are continued, driven by a combination of enemy
action, higher commanders' directives and personal preference on the
part of crcmmanders. Patrolling continued to be a feature of operations,
but the intent of the patrols changed. During the initial stage of the
task force's operations, patrols had been conducted to gather
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Figure 10: Comparative Layout of Baftalion Defensive Positions
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information on the enemy, deny access to the task force base, deny
access to the villages and interdict lines of supply, but these patrols
employed very cautious tactics. The enerny Tet offensive of 1968
brought an increase in the inFnsity of the war and with it an increase
in the intensity of patrol operations. As a result, the task force spent
large periods of time pursuing the enemy rnain force unib into their
base areas and the levels of contact experienced were much more
intense, dernonstrated by the frequency and intensity of bunker
contacts.

In order to nreet the demands of intensive patrollin& SRAR
altered both its method of patrolling and the employment of its
support platoons. The commanding officer believed that the levels of
fire support available to the baftalion made a reversal of the traditional
combat ratio of 3:1 superiority a viable proposition. As a consequence,
sub'units were allowed to attack enemy units that were up to three
times their size.s0 h order to cover more ground when patrolling,
companies were split in halt and where possible allocated either the
anti-armour platoon, the tracker platmn or the assault pioneer platoon
to give each half<ompany a strength of two or rrxtre platoons.Sl This
type of patrolling was aggressive in the extreme, and on several
occasions relatively small forces were able to defeat considerably
larger enemy groufo with the aid of heavy fire support.s2 By cot ttasl
the comrnanding officer of 6RAR, Lieutenant Colonel D. M. Butler,
employed his tracker platoon in crcniunction with patrols of the SAS,

confirming in his mind the utility of having a reconnaissance
organisation within the battalion.s Despite this, an integral
reconnaissance element was only of use as long as the battalion was
deployed to known areas of operations for reasonable periods of time.
During much of this period, operatiors took place in areas that were
virtually unknown, outside Phuoc Tuy Province. ln crontrast again, the
commanding officer of 3RA& Lieutenant Colonel j. |. Shelton, was
reluctant to allow his subunits to deploy in below company strength
and employed the anti-armour platoon with either anti-armour
50
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weapons, extra machine guns

or tracker dogs, as the

circumstances

demanded.il

Although problems relating to the role of 1ATF had been
largely resolved by an increase in the task force's rnanning and by a
change in operational concept, past experience, in particular the
Malayan Emergency, had narrowed perceptions of what counterrevolutionary war would involve and led to a serious decline in some
basic military skills. The'out of province'phase forced some dramatic
developments in tactics and techniques, which highlighted sonre of the
army's most serious weaknesses as well as its gteatest strengths. While
rnany operations ran counter to the assumptions concerning
Australian involvement in a counter-revolutionaqr war, the speed with
which solutions to tactical problerns (such as bunker fighting and
cooperation with tanks) were developed indicatd that experienced
commanders wer€ able to draw on a huge range of personal
experience once the essence of a tactical problem had been identified.
What should have been more worrying for the army was that the
importance of most of the skills that were relearned in Vietnam had
been already been demonstrated in past wars. Elements of the army
were drawing far too heavily on the very recent past rather than the
longer term institutional memory. Important lessons leamt about
combined-arms cooperation and some aspects of enemy tactics do not
appear to have been disseminated properly atd passd on to those
who were charged with preparing the battalions for war.

Malor I.P.

Cre,

interveiwed by Major€eneral Howard ln Pratten and Harper

(eds), Strl, tlu tutrc, p.770.

CHAPTER 5

VIETNAMISATION AND PACIFICATION
In mid-1959 IATFs operational focus shifted for the fourth
and final time. The decision made by the newly elected Nixon
administration in the United States, to begin a gradual and phased
withdrawal of US combat troops from Vietnam, affected the style of
operations conducted by the Australians. The change was heralded by
a return to operations within the boundaries of Phuoc Tuy Province
and a shift in priority and focus away from targeting the Viet Cong
main force units and units of the North Vietnamese Army. As a direct
consequence of this decision" the task force commander, Brigadier
C.M.I. Pearsory received a new operational instruction on 16 April
1969 which dunged the operational priorities of the task force.l The
task force now kame involved in three types of tasks. The first was
pacification, the second was improving the quality and effectiveness of
the Regional Force and Popular Force (RF/PF), and the third was the
continuation of other military operations within Phuoc Tuy Province.
As noted in chapter 4, the tours of the battalions which served
throughout the 'out of province' period had been characterised by
large.scale search and destroy operations in Bien Hoa, Long Khanh
and Phuoc Tuy provinces. During the latter part of 1959 the
importance of these operatioru dwindled, and the emphasis reverted
to stopping localised infiltrations into the villages and the training of
Popular Force and Regional Force soldiers. This new phase of the war
was characterised by small-scale ambushes and very small patrols. It
was fought in and around the population c€ntres of the province
against the provincial mobile battalion Dt45 and the village guerrilla
units (see Figure 11).

of

In rnany respects the period between late 1969 and the middle
7977 rnay be regarded as the halcyon days of the task force's

involvement in Viebram. By this tirne, operational requirements were
matched evenly by capabilities and haining. Ttre lessons of alrrpst five
years of continuous operational service in South Vietnam had been
incorporated into preparations for battalions going to war.
Hornt,

Austtalbn Higlut C-onttttallril in tlu Vbtnem We4 p.Q.
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Figure 11: TRARrs Main Area of Operations,l97f77

Source: ZARNotes ql OperationsVietnam TylEn'. This map shows approximately
a third of RAR's AO during 1y71, a d illustratee how a battalion became
familiar with its AO, giving nicknames sudr as'Ear'or 'Acorn' to topographic
fea

tures haversed regularly.
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The experiences of SRAR, nAR and 3RAR demonstrate the
significant progression in the development of operational ocperiences
and tactics and echniques which had occurred. These battalions
represent three generations of experience in Vietnarn First, a link had
been established betr,r'een the cpmrnanding officers of these battalions
prior to deployment to Viebram. SRAR's comrranding officer,
Lieutenant Colonel Cnlin IGhn, was a classmate and friend of ffi,AR's
commanding officer, Lieutenant Colonel Ron Grey.2 Kahn wrote
extensively to Grey while 5RAR was in Viebram, dgtailing SRAR's
experiences while on operations and noting the developments the
battalion had undergone while in theatre. Grey had found these lefters
so useful while preparing TRAR that he insisted his officers write to
3RAR's officers as well.
Second, the task force and the army were surprised badly by
the type of activities encountered during the 'out of province' phase.
As a result, the proc€sses of tactical investigation and development
appear to have been stimulated to a greater degree. The formation of
the Army Headquarters Battle Analysis Team (charged with the
investigation and documentation of tactical lessons at the task force
level) in 1959 was a concreE expression of this new attitude.3 As a
result, the amount of tactical inforrnation published and disseminated
regularly increased greatly. Training Information Letters and Training
Information Bulletins had been produced prior to this, but on a limited
basis without cenhalised control or organisation. Their production was
morre a result of the efforts of conscientious officers who recognised the
significance of their operational experiences and documented them,
rather than of any directed poficy. Other than these, much of what was
disseminated, especially during 1955, was information produced by
the American Military Assistance Command - Vietnam (MAC-V), and
while these papers contained interesting inforrnation, the fact that they
were crcncerned with non-Australian activities and operations limited
their usefulness. This was highlighted when rnany of these MAC-V
documents were copied and reissued with only a covering page added
by the Directorate of Military Training in Australia, with no attempt
made to analyse their content and indicate how Australian units and
Interview, B_rigadier CN. Kahn, Canberra, Z2luly 7997; lnterview, Major{eneral
RA. Grey, Canberra,29 April 192 Midrael O'Brien, &nxripts arul Regulers: With
thc Scoenl/a tutteliolt h Vitham (Allm & Unwin, Sydney, 1995), pJ47.
Interview, C-olonel A. V. heecc, Canberra,29May 7997.
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schools might apply their lessons. By mid-1969 this had changed, and
relerrant Australian tactical information was being passed on much
more widely within the army.a

Finally, when the above two points were combined, the
preparation of battalions fur Vietnam service appears to have been
mudr more closely adapted to meet the likely conditions on the
ground in Vietnam than had been the lot of previous units. Lieutenant
Colonel trGhn's opiniory that his battdion was not well prepared for
the ffi of operations likely to be faced in Vietnam, dearly was noted
and correcbd by the planners of subsequent exercises.S
A brief examination of RAR's preparations helps b illusbate
nAR had access to SRARs operational
surrunariec and rcgular letErs. Tlrc lessoru contained within these
letters and summaries were distilled and prblished in the form of a
soldiers' field handbook that was oriented specifically for the
forthcoming tour in Vietnam.5 While much of the information
contained in this booklet was based on basic soldier skills and infantry
doctrine, it provided a convenient summary of large amounts of
information usually contained in several different, detailed pamphlets.
Additionallp it provided some very specific guidance on aspects of
servic€ in South Vietnam based on recent experience. Chapters on
Vietnamese custorns, the enemy and enemy tactics, service in lAtf
'Dos and Don'ts', as well a9 enemy mine markers, signs anrC booby
traps helped to focus the minds of soldiers on the requirements of the

this point. As noted,

task ahead.T Officers and non-commissioned officers received an aiilem4moire that detailed orders procedures, the format for operational
reports and returns, ild tabulated data for supporting weapons
specific to crcnditions in Vietnam.s

Tactical training also demonstrated a much befter
understanding of the importance of integrated combined-arms support
to the infantry battalion than had been the case previously. Despite the
fact that the artillery baftery (106 Field Battery) which was allocated in
support of RAR's tour in Vietnam was based in Townsville rather
4
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lntervtew, Brigadier CN. IGhn, Canberra, 2:2 luly lW|.
O'Brien, Conscrr:pls onl Rtgtbrq p.147,
7RA& Sold&rs' Fiy',dHoltil}ru* (hintcraft hess, Sydney, 1969).
'BAR Aide Memoire', p.1.
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than Sydney, the battery commander and his forward observer parties
attended five field and command post exercises during the battalion's

training.9 This allowed the command post to develop and cement
some of the firesupport procedures it would employ in Vietnam well
before arrival in country. Additionally, a demonstration firing of the
5.5-inch medium guns of 8 Medium Regiment was organised to allow
officers and NCOs to observe the effects of artillery of a comparable
calibre to the US 155 mm guns that would support the battalion in
Vietnam.l0 While some of these issues may seem insignificant, the
attention to small details which they represent displays a level of
understanding of the smallest technical details of the war in Vietnam
which was previously lacking. The experiences of 5RAR and BAR on
its first tour wer€ drawn on, and inspired the purchase of sets of
secateurs and section radios for the platoons.ll
The battalion's final exercise at Shoalwater Bay, Exercise Cold
Steel, ocnducted between 2 and 11 December 1969, tested the battalion
in a much more complete range of tasks than previous final exercises

had done. This exercise induded phases of reconnaissance in force,
the insertion of a blocking force against an enemy attack on a fully
developed firesupport base, a bunker attack and a cordon and
search.l2 This prepared the battalion for a number of tasks, and
incorporated all the skills learnt during more than four years of task
force service in Vietnam.

Ironically, the situation envisaged by Cold Steel bore little
relationship to the type of operations that the battalion conducted
during its twelve months in Vietnam. The changes to task force
operational policy discussed above meant that rnany of the
circumstances that TRAR had trained for no longer existed. This is not
to say that the training which had been conducted failed to prepare the
9
10
11
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battalion for service, because the pattern of operations facing the task
force upon TRAR's arrival was one with which AusEalian battalions
were both comfortable and familiar. Pabolling and ambushing had
long been central themes of counter-revolutionary warfare doctrine,
and these core skills were now enhanced by the addition of skills such
as fighting bunker systems and employing support arrns, which had
previously posed so many problems. One company commander in
RAR noted that a few tactical drills needed changing as methods of
ernployment varied, but training was generally sound.l3 Tactical
development during this period centred on improving patrolling and
ambushing and controlling a widely dispersed battalion ccnducting a
diverse range of operations. While patrol tactics, employment of
support arms in low-level operations and comrnand and control
procedures provided rnany new lessons, they did not require
wholesale rcassessrnents of doctine, and occurred within the
framework of a higher operational conc€pt with which the Austalians
were very familiar.

The patrol tactics developed during this final period were
in the field as
possible. By this stage of the war the level of threat posd by the
enemy was relatively low, in sharp conhast to the situation that
existed during earlier phases. The enemy no longer had the ability to
mount multi-regimental attacks against the task force base or isolated
subunits within the province and, not surprisingly, this level of enemy
threat was reflected in the battalion's subunit tactics. This was
especially the case in the areas around the population cenEes, where
the bulk of patrol activity occuned until the early nnnths of 1971. As a
based on the requirernent to deploy as rnany subunits

result, the task force commander could employ the three (later reduced
to two) battalions of the task force away from the Nui Dat base, giving
him an ability to dominate far rnore of the pr,ovince.l4 The pattern of
operations that developed saw two or three rifle companies deployed
to patrol and ambush around the villages with the rernaining one or
two companies deployed on operations in greater depth to keep the
enemy off balance in ib base areas.lS This concept was begun with
13
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Operation Concrete I, conducted between 19 April andT May
and was continued for most of the battalion's tour.I7

197e,16

The employment of platoons within the companies usually
saw each platoon broken into two half-ptatoon patrols or ambushes,
and manning was such that each patrol usually numbered between
twelve and fifteen men. For protection, patrols were allocated patrol
routes that allowed the two halves to concentrate within no more than
twenty minutes' march of each other. By doing this more ground could
be searched than by a single platoo& while safeguarding the security
of the individual patrols.l8 This policy was an extension of the earlier
SRAR poliry of employing each company in two halves, now adapted

to suit the lower level of enemy activity which permifted its
application to platoons. To give each patrol enough firepower to
operate independently, each platoon received extra machine guns,
allowing each half-platoon patrol to have at least two per patrol.l9
Similarly, each platoon usually received a second radio, thus allowing
each patrol to maintain communications when the platoon was spli[.
The secrcnd radio also allowed any detached rreconnaissanca element to

maintain communications when the platoon was operating as a
whole.2O This lack of alternate radio communications In the
reconnaissance element of a platoon had been a rnajor limiting factor
in bunker fighting during the'out of province'yeans.
The return to very small-scale patrolling allowed many of the
tactics developed during the earlier periods of Australian counterrevolutionary warfare experience in the 1950s, such as the patrol base,
to be re'introduced. The patrol base was useful when enemy numbers
and capabilities were limited, because it allowed the soldiers to leave
their packs in a central location and patrol in webbing only, ensuring
that soldiers remained much more fresh and alert for the duration of
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their patrol.2l Tlre necessity of reducing the load canied by soldiers on
operations was a constant theme of all periods of the war, as indeed it
traa Ueen in Malaya and Borneo previously.22
The insertion of troops into their search aleas was done either

AI{ or on foot. Several interesting similarities
between this period of the war and earlier periods can be noted.
Insertions against an enemy who was harassed and dispersed required
maximum use of deception and stealth. Unless a nrove by foot at least
300 metes from the landing zone was undertaken, it was extremely
unlilcely that the enemy would be contacted.a This conbasts sharply
with SRAR's experience. SRAR had encountered crcruiderable
reluctance on the part of the enemy to move simply because of
indications that troops had appeared in an area.24 The battalions
during 1970 noted an enemy preference for withdrawing when
engaged, particularly in bunker contacts, the enemy rarely rcmaining
to fight. Instead, it was more usual for the enemy to leane a 'stay
behind partJ/ to hold up the attackers' advance for as long as^possible
before withdrawing to a predesignated rendezvous poinlz5 As a
rmult, bunker tactics on the part of the Australian companies tended to
r€vert to an earlier form.26 Once a bunker system was discovered,
constant pressure by attacking infantry trooPs was required to stop the
enemy withdrawal. In such cases a bounce aftack, combined with
ambushes in depth when possible, proved nrore suctessful than the
deliberate attack. Tlrc enemy often prefened to risk the chance of being
killed running through an artillery cut'off rather than staying to fight
the attacking infantry. Operations Concrete I and C-orrcrete II, between
19 April 1970 and 11 lune 197O saw several examples of this pattern of

by helicopEr, by

enemy behaviour.2T
ibid., paragraph 22. Thls removed one of the geateEt lmpedlmenb to Patrolling
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Hoi Chanh ralliers (sunendered VC who agreed to work for
the Australians) were allocated to each company, giving company
commanders an additional source of advice on enemy tactics. such
consultation allowed comrnanderc to develop more effective sops and
to discern likely enemy reactions to Australian actions. For example, it
was a surrendered Hoi chanh who indicated that the viet cong were
prepared to run through Aushalian cut-offs and harassing and
interdiction fire missions because they knew that Australian arlillery
procedure prevented firing artillery close to friendly troops. By
watching where fire missions fell they could identify relativeiy safb
areas to move within-when withdrawing from a bunker system or
moving into a village.2E A former platoon lommander in gRAit, Robert
Hall, recalls his company commander drawing the ocmpany's officers
together with the company's Hoi chanh to discuss enemy tactics on
numerous ocrasions. Any contacts whic-h had occurred were analysed
sJep bl, step, with the Hoi Chanh explaining why the enemy reacted as
they did at each step. As a result, Hall took to pabolling with two
riflerren at the front of his formation with MZgs carried in the 'readv to
fire' position, as a counter to the enemy's use of the pp6.29

Ambushing formed the other major aspect of operations in
Vietnam during-the pacification phase, and it was undertaken to deny
the guerilla cadres acress to the population during the night. As with
patrolling, the method of operation usually employed was to break
plaJools into two pltrols, allowing a battalion to set upward of thirty
ambushes in a night in and around the villages. RiRe cnmpanies
operating out of night defensive positions Brigit and the Horieshoe
did much of this ambushing. Because the distances to be covered from
the-night defensive position were usually reasonably short, and many
ambushes were pre-planned and prepared activities staged out of a
fixed base, heavy weapons such as the 90 mm recoillesi rifle (RCL)
could be employed. Ib heavy weight and awkwardness to carry meant
that it had not been used regularly in the ambush role until now. It had
a flechette round that fired hundreds of tiny darts that were very
effective in the anti-personnel role.3O
28
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Even when an ambush was not staged out of a fixed base area,
half platoons cpuld still lay extrernely effective ambushes, and lntrols
began to ambush rather than harbour as a standard procedure.er This
was particularly tiring and labour-intensive for soldiers, and pncmpted
the development of dter€d ambush techniques. Reduced numbers
meant that ambushes needed to be developed to allow for maximum
firepower, but also to allow maximum rest time for troops. The
solution was the strong point ambush, which employed three positions
of four or five men in a triangle pattern.P Ttris form of ambush was an
adaptation of the triangle harbour which had begun to be used
commonly in battalions during 1969. The real significance of
ambushing lay in the intelligence that it provided on the enemy's
strengths ind iapabilities, not-solely in the destmction it wreaked.s

Despite attempts at deceptiory ambushes around villages

limid number of good ambush
sites around any one village led to patterns in ambush activity
becoming apparent. TRAR noted that this was a particular problem
after several rrpnths of intensive ambushing dwing Operation Cung
Chung in |une 197034 The solution developed by TRAR involved
small+cale night patrols instead of static ambushes, and allowed the
battalion to search more ground by night and thus break away from
familiar routines. The unit's ner<t operation, Birdwood, conducted
between 29 Iune and 23 luly 1970, employed this method to deny
acress to villages astride Route 23 and Route 44.35
suffered from predictability, since the

The dispersed naturc of operations during this period placed a
particularly heavy burden on the battalion command post and the fire
31
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weaporu o[ the soldiers.
Interview, I'lairr4eneral RA. Gren Canberra,2g Apillry7.
Cmrmander's Dary, 7XA& lriiy 1170, Conbat Qperadors Aftel Acton Report Qperation CLJNG CHLTNG, AWM 957 /7 lluly 1970.
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control centre, and as a result both organisations were forced to adapt
procedures to cope with the changed nature of operations in Vietnam.
The set-up of the battalion command post reflected the manner in
which the unit functioned and the attitudes of its commanding officer,
with emphasis always on simplifying procedures in order to allow the
maximum number of men to deploy in the field (see Figure 12).36 The
command post was responsible for all aspects of safety within the
battalion's area of operations, and to this end was the agency through
which all ground, air and boundary clearances were issued. The policy
of issuing ground clearances to allow safe firing of artillery took on a
particular importance when a lot of small patrols operated over a large
area. This had been less of a problem when companies operated as
whole units in widely separated areas of operations. Sub-units were
required to pass their location to the command post every hour, and
this resulted in a fast system of ensuring that no friendly troops were
within the intended impact area. Every location was double-checked
by the duty officer and the duty clerk and entered on the duty officer's
work map and the location board. Once a positive written clearance
from the command post duty officer was obtained, the fire mission or
air strike could be engaged.3T Similar systems were employed to grant
boundary and air clearances. The system was fast and efficient and
retained final control for all activity within the batAlion area of
operations with the battalion's staff. Pro-forrna boards displaying
corunon operational reports and returns were located with the duty
clerk. The system allowed the duty clerk to record information as it
came into the command post and permitted the operations officer or
the commanding officer to grasp relevant information as it unfolded,
and it removed the necessity for call signs to submit detailed reports
after the event.38
The second rnaiJr component of the battalion command post
was the fire control centre (FCC). Despite the large amount of
integrated training conducted back in Australia by battalions and their
direct support batteries, significant changes to operational procedures
occurred while in Vietnam due to a lack of detailed information on
artillery procedures in Australia together with the changed nature of
%
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operations. Dispersed operatioru meant that requests for fire support
and their adiustrrcnt were devolved to a very low level, often to
corporal and below, and artillery command and control procedures
were not well suited to such dispersed operations. Control of artillery
support was routed through the direct support batte4y net, and this
worked provided that the company forward observer (who worked on
this net) was present with the unit in contact. When platoons and halfplatoons lvere deployed individually away from company
headquarters, the forward observer was unable to control their fire.
While all officers and NCOs were trained in fire conhol, it was very
difficult for a pa.trol commander to coordinate four or five different
elements of the fire support at once. The solution was to provide more
fire controllers for allocation to platoons, and this was done in two
ways. First, the forward observer's party was split to provide a captain
and a bombardier, each trained to control fire, along with a signaller.3g
The second method was to vest shooting control of the rnortar platoon
in the hands of the direct support battery comrnander.'r0 This system
allowed the mortar platoon's mobile fire mntrollers (MFCs) and the
artillery battery's forward observers (FOs) to adopt common fire
control procedures and thus allowed both FOs and MFCs to control
the full range of fire support available to the battalion on the one radio
net. Additionally, it removed rnortar fire control information from the
battalion command net.41
Detailed air support procedures had been developed by 5RAR

during their tour, and nAR largely adopted these procedures. A
generally lower level of enemy activity considerably reduced the
number of targets warranting air strike, and a withdrawal of fixedwing air support by the US government led to a lower level of air
support being employed by battalions on these later tours.4 As noted
in chapter 4, onc€ an airstrike was called for, the detailed air briefing
was given over the battalion command net rather than the company
net. An alternative to this system was that the commanding officer
39
40
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could use his pilot to talk directly to the air suPPort commander on the
aircraft's internal UFIF net. This allowed briefings to be given by a pilot
to another pilot.a3

During air-mobile trmp insertions the command post was
usually allocated a comrnand and control helicopter which contained
the DS battery commander and the operations officer, while the CO
retained the use of the Sioux.e The improved radio fit and increased
load capacity of the comrnand and control helicopter allowed the
entire comrnand post to be airborne to control the insertion. In such
cases the battalion opened an administrative/air net. This net did not
normally exist but it was useful in allowing contsol of air operations
without duftering the comrnand net, and was important if a contact
developed soon after insertion which required the FCC to anange a
fire mission.4s 3RAn developed this procedune even further during its
tour by employing the newly introduced Kiow light obeervation
helicopter as an airborne command post. Because the Kioum was larger
and morc powerful than the Siottxit was able to carry a pilot and the
commanding officer in the cockpit and one or two Pa$sengers in the
rear. 3RARs comrnanding officer, Lieutenant Colonel F.P. Scott, placed
his battery comnunder and a signaller in the rear of the helicopter and
found this to be advantageous in controlling a battle from the air. The
new helicopter also had a se'cune radio system which allowed him to
pass long and complex messages to his operations staff without the
need for time-consuming dd message.6
The requirerrrent to operate around the villages from company
patrol bases as well as operating in greater depth to block enemy rnain
force acress to the population forced elements of the suPPort clcmPany
to be used as rifle platooru. The anti-armour platoon had no specialist
role to perform and was thus employed as a rifle platoon; although
designated as the reconnaissance platooo it did not perform any
43
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specific rccrcnnaissance tasks. The limited requirement for defensive
works and constmction during the latter stages of the war also saw the
assault pioneer platoon employed as a rifle platoon.4T During TRAR's
tour the battalion was forced to develop a very small number of fire
support bases, but the engineering and pioneer support required was
within the capacity of the attached engineer troop. Engineer support
was limited usually to the provision of splinter-teams and mini-teams.
These small two-man engineer teams were employed to clear and
destroy bunker systerns and disarm enemy mines rather than engage
in the full range of sapper support tasks that had been more conunon
during the early years of the task force's operation.€
The pacification phase of the war was in many ways the rnost
productive period of operations in the task force's operational history
in Vietnarn Most of the problems that service in Vietnam was likely to

present had either been solved through tactical experience or
development, or at least envisaged prior to deployment. Few surprises
greeted the units during this period of operations, and for this reason it
cannot be considered to be a period of real doctrinal development.
Unlike the 'out of province' phase, there were no significant issues that
presented maior problems of tactical employment for the battalions.
This was due in part to the fact that the task force returned to basic
operational concepts with which the Australian Army had been
familiar for some time. In addition, the commanders responsible for
training and preparing battalions during this phase of the war were
afforded the benefit of five years of previous operational experience.
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CONCLUSION
Maior€eneral I.F. C. Fuller observed that ,the central idea of
ib doctine, which to be sound must be based
upon the principles of war, and to be effective must be elastic enough
to admit of mutation in accordance with circumstanceg'.l fhe
experience of the Australian Army in Viebram demonstrated this
p"i"!. Throughout its six-and"a-half-year involvenrnt in operations in
south vietnarn" the army was forced to adapt and redefine its tactics
and bchniques in a number of significant ways. That it was able to
achieve these shifts in operational focus and their accompanying
changes in tactics so often over such a short period of time is i
significant tribute to the army and the men who comprised it. What
permitted the army to demonstrate such elasticity in its doctrine was a
combination of wide operational experience and rigorous professional
training.
an anny is regarded as

One of the complex issues which bedevils the study of tactics
during the vietnam war is the fact that doctrinal development did not
occur in any easily definable chronological pattern. spiller has noted
that:

as a practical matter, military doctrine possesses certain
properties and behaves much like any other complex, evolving
set of ideals. It does not evolve with quite the stately progress
that would please theoreticians and romantics, who wbuld
impose upon doctrine a structure and meaning as of it were a
self<ontained body of thought quarantined from the world in
which it is neant to work.2
During the Vietnam War the Australian Army was presented
with- foyr v,aried periods of operational experience, each coming close

on the heels of the previous one. As a result tactics were forced to
develop very quickly, in response to given sets of circumstances which
usually only persisted for a relatively short period of time.
Malcr-Gerreral I. F. C. Fuller, TIu Foudetion of t u kfutnce of War,l926 quoted in
Peter Tsouras, Werln's Worils: A etntati.i Boo& (Arni and Arrrour press,

london, 7992),p,146.
Spiller,
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Future,p.7.
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It has been said that retrospectively one may deduce an army's
implied doctrine from how it organises, trains and equips itself.3 The
style and concEpt of pre-war exercises and unit establishments
provides an excellent picture of the type of war the army expected to
fight, one drawing heavily on the experiences of the Malayan
Emergency in the 1950s. By 1965, after a perid during which it had
been seemingly bereft of strategic and tactical directiory the army
focused on Southeast Asia as a theatre and the insurgent as an enemy

to form a base for its doctrine and tactics. While the army's past
experiences and preconceptions had left it with some significant
weaknesses, most notably its obsession with infantry and an often
shamefirl ignorance of sonrc aspects of combined-arms warfare, the

basic tenets of Australian doctrine were sound. Reliance upon
patrolling, small-unit operations and population control left the army
well placed to fight in Viebram.
The experiences of 1RAR in 1955 highlighted generally the
strengths and weaknesses of the army at the beginning of the Vietnam
commitment. While the battalion was successful in applying minor
infantry tactics, the unifs initially low ability to operate as part of a
combined-arms team reflected the

low priority placed on

these

activities army-wide. That the battalion was able to come to grips with
new methods and adapt its tactics so quickly demonstrates the
persistence of one of the centsal themes of this monograph. Deep
operational experience led the battalion's officers to adapt existing
doctrine to fit in with new, often externally drivery operational
concepts. [t was the application of doctrine at the higher level that
posed most problems for Australian commanders, and while the
specific circumstances faced by 1RAR were unique, the problem of
bringrng Australian tactics into line with American operating methods
would persist for much of the war.

Likewise issue of roles and tasks proved problematic for the
deployment of the task force in'1,96f., and the relationship between
tactical rrethods and assigned roles was a problem whidr persisted
long into the task force's operations. Initial task force operations again
proved that the arrny was well prepared for the minor tactical aspects
of operations, but problems of mmbined-arms cooperation (such as
ibid., p.8.
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employment of laqgescale fire support and operations with the RAAF)
demonstrabd that not all the lessons whidr crculd have been drawn
from lRAR's operational experience had been passd on and applied.
While the officers of 1RAR at the battalion and company level had
prepard papers on their operational experiences upon their rcturn
from Vietnam, it appears that these operations were considered to be
so different from those likely to be conducted by the newly established
task force that they were not emphasised. As a result, the task force
relearned many of the lessons which had been learnt already.
Greater consensus over the role of the task force was reached
only when more troops were provided to 1ATF in December 7967, and
the nature of the war changed. During the'out of province' period the
pnessures of operations, influencrd by both elremy action and
American demands, matched a new task force comrnander's
operational perceptions more closely. It is no accident that during the
period when Australian and American higher commanders'
operational conceptions reached their greatest level of consonance so
far in the war, the most serious discord over tactical skills and
preparation ocrurred. For the first tirne during the Australian
involvement in the war, tnoops were placed in situations wherc many
of the tasks that they had been trained to perform bore little
relationship to those achrally faced. Again, the army was forced to fall
back on past experience to solve the problem. However, where this
situation differed from previous doctrinal developments during the
war was in the fact that the army was forced to abandon many of its
recently acquired operational practices in favour of much older ones
dating from the Secpnd World War or Korea. This reinforc€s the idea
that while the army had become highly specialised in counterrevolutionary warfare, it was still abie io draw on much older
experiences to lend sufficient elasticity to its doctrine and tactics.

The final

perid of the army's involvement in

the Vietnam

War, the pacification phase, provided an opportunity to match the task
force's role to ib refined tactical abilitie. As noted, this period saw a
revival of intensive small-scale patrolling and ambushing
actompanied by operations in depth mounted against specific targets.
While it might appear that doctrine had come full cirde, this view
would not accpunt for the significant advances which had occurred in

combined-arms warfare and its application to small-group tactics.
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Finally, the army's obsession with the role of the infantry was
tempered with appropriate knowledge and skills related to the
employment of support arms, and as a result operations during this
perid were rendered particularly effective. It appears that the shock
of the 'out of province' period provided sufficient impetus for change
and allowed some serious study of emerging tactical methods.

This monograph has noted the changes in the way in which
the army applied its doctrine during the Vietnam War, and by 1972
significant changes had occurred in the way the army thought about
and conducted counEr-revolutionary warfare. Despite this, there was
very little textual revision crcnducted on The Aoision in Battle series, a
fact which reinforces the way in which doctrine operates. As noted in
chapter 7, The Aoision of Battle series was never intended to provide
definite guidance on how to conduct the Vietnam War. Rather, it
codified in general terms the concepts upon which an Australian
counter-revolutionary war would be based. Embarking on a
wholesale revision of the army's doctrine based solely upon the
operational experience in Vietnam would have displayed a lack of
understanding of the way in which doctrine operated and of what
doctrine is intended to provide. The operational experience in
Vietnam validates Doughty's observation that'the real value of tactical
doctrine lies not with the answers that it provides but with the impetus
it creates toward developing innovative and creative solutions for
future problems on future battlefields'.4 Very few of the tactical
problems that service in Vietnam presented were outside the scope of
the army's doctrine. Weaknesses in operational methods, were they
occurred, were the result of a narrowing of the perception of what a
counter-revolutionary war would involve and can be traced back to a
lack of appreciation for the long-term institutional memory of the
organisation. For example, the utility of tanks in counterrevolutionary warfare was well documented in The Dioision in Battle
serieg, but for a variety of reasons their use was not emphasised.
When the effectiveness of annour was eventually demonstrated,
doctrine did not require revisiory but the attitudes of commanders
toward using it did. Doctrine existed as the framework on which
operations would be based, and experience and observation of local
conditions provided the specific tactics and techniques of how to
Doughty, Tlu Eoolutioa of U.S. Army Tectical

Dutitu,

794675,

p2.
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conduct operations. The key element in this Proce$ remained the
professionalism of the army's officer corPs.
The term'educated' has acquired a distinct but subtle meaning
when applied to modern armies and modern professional soldiers. It
means a person 'who takes work seriously, who studies it from all
aspects, who (above all) has the mind as well as the aspiration to think
an issue through from first to last - the readinp battlefield experience
and staff courses are taken for granted. Educated soldiers are those
who have leamed and wilt put into practice all those lessons and many
more'.S The Australian Army during the Vietnam War proved ieelf
able to adapt to and cope with a widely varying range of situations.
The reason it was able to do this was because the army, as an
organisation, was trained and experienced both in breadth and in
depth. In the senior ranks of both the officer and non<ommissioned
offlcer corps successive years of operational service provided a
sizeable body of erperience which could be drawn upon to provide
solutions to alnrost any tactical problem. This depth of experience was
combined with a professional, intellectual approach to training in, and
application of, specific counter-revolutionary warfare skills. One
simple exprcssion of this attitude is the large number of articles
appearing in the army's professional publications, such as the
Australbn Army lournal and Australian lnfantry, which discussed and
analysed emerging tactical techniques. These forums reveal an active
practical and intellectual interest in tactics and doctsine, which was
evident from the bottom of the army to ib top. When one considers
that the authors of these artides ranged in rank and appointnent from
section commanders in South Vietnam to Chief of the General Staff in
Canberro it is dear that by the end of the Vietnam War Australia
possessed a trulyeducated army.

The Australian withdrawal from Vietnam Posd a number of
significant problems for the Aushalian government and for the
Australian Army. Horner has noted that:

The end of the Vietnam War in 1972 brought fundamental
changes to Australian defence Policy. For over 30 years the
Australian services had been deployed overseas, often on
John Terratne, Douglas Heig: Thc Eifucabil SoldLr (tlutchinson and Co, London,
1963), dtle page.
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operations. For the next two decades the Australian Defence
Force (ADF) rernained at home, organising and training to
meet an undefined threat of limited scale and intensity.
Determining what sort of force was nec€ssary in these
circumstances presented a considerable challenge to the
planners in C-anberra ...5
The change to the governing parties in7972 rnarked the end of

an era in which defence and foreign poliry issues had played a
significant part in determining the outcome of seven successive
general elections in Australia.T The newly elected Labor government
completed the withdrawal of troops fromVietnam which tie previous
Liberal government had begun and formally abandoned the policy of
forward defencre. For the first time in the twentieth century the
government was able to take advantage of a relatively benign regional
environment in Southeast Asia whidr permitH the development of a
more autonomous strategic perspective.E Additionally, both of
Australia's traditional allies had signalled their dear intentions for
Australia to shoulder a greater proportion of its defence commitrnent.
In the late 1960s the British Labour government announced its
intentions to withdraw from 'east of Suez', and in 1969 President
Nixon indicated that the United States expected its allies to look after
their own defence interests unless threatened by a mairr attack.9 This
indication came to be known as the Guam doctrine, and this, together
with the other factors outlined above, required Australia to develop
the concept which became known as defence self-reliance.

labor's minister for defence, lance Barnard, formally
disavowed the concept of forward defence during his first months in
office, but wils unable to find a catchphrase to describe its
replacement.lo It bok until 1976 and the election of the Fraser Liberal

goverrunent
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codified as self-reliancre in an alliance framework in the govemment's
Defence White Paper, AustruIian D$atce.
While the White Paper marked a maior change in Australian
defence poliry, it was unclear on the actual strategy for Australian
defence. Unclear and often ambiguous strategic guidance meant
conc€pts of operations and force structures were particularly difficult
to formulate.ll Despite the fact that emphasis was on the defence of
Ausffalia, no specific guidance was available on what sort of enemy
might be expected. The years following the withdrawal from Vietnam
forced the army to refocus its attention on the task of defending
continental Australia, a task which its iungle and tropical experience
left it poorly placed to achieve. As a result, the army began training to
fight a cpnventional war in northern Australia. Operational techniques
forgotten since the Secpnd World War had to be revived. Skills such as
moving and fighting at night, vehide camouflage and operating in a
hostile air situation presented drallenges which the army was not
accustomed to. This process was not difficult for those officers and
NCOs who were thorougNy trained in conventional actics before the
Vietnam War period, but it did present problems for those iunior
officers and NCOs who had experience only in Vietnam. Many of
these men, used to contacts at short range and in close country, lacked

an appreciation of the use of ground and of the employment of
weapons at longer ranges.12 Despite attempts by the army to
r€structure its training in acrordance with new defence priorities, no
consolidated body of doctrine was available which allowed the arms
and services to develop a crcherent approadr to training and
operational methods.
Such doctrine was not available

until the publication of the

Warfare (MLW series. Most of the volumes of the
MLW series were published in the late 1970s, but the capstone volume,
The Funilantentals of Lanil Force Opations, was not published until
1985. firis manual stated that 'the primary emphasis in the
employment of the Australian Defence Foice is defence of Australian
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territory and interests, with a preparedness to undertake that task
alone if necEssary'.l3

Despite the publication of the MLW series, and the
by the army to come to terms with the
requirements of fighting a war in Australia's north, nuny
demonstrated commihnent

commentators have questioned the wisdom of some of the elements of
defence self-reliance. Michael Evans, for example, has suggested that
three main areas of weakness exist in current defence planning. He
has suggested that defence self-reliance has encouraged an isolaiionist
security posture which forces the Australian Defence Force to plan for
continental defence. Since Australia's experience of war has always

demonstrated the utility of forward deployment of troops inside a
powerful defence framework as opposed to anti-invasion planning, he
contends that the notion of defending Australia, as it exists currently,
is an untried philosophy which has little connection with the
Australian historical experience of war.14
Second, he suggests that defence planning in the last twentyfive years has restricted the structure and training of the ADF. The
lack of a credible threat to the Ausbalian mainland has led to belief
that the only possible scenario for the employment of the army is in
short warning conflicts on the Australian mainland. As a planning
tool, short warning conflict is structurally restrictive and limits the
capability of the army to respond to hi_g_her intensity operations in
areas other than the Australian mainland.ls

Finally, Evarrs suggests that defence planning

has

demonstrated that there is a disconnection between defence policy,
and trade and foreign policy. He argues that a major weakness of selfreliance is that it attempts to formulate defence policy in isolation from
diplomacy. As a result, defence policy, and through it army doctrine
and training, have not reflected as accurately as might be hoped the
types of operations which national foreign policy have called upon it
to conduct.l5 For example, foreign and tride foticy have called for
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increased regional engagemetrt and for multidimensional security
which embraces far more than physical security, evidenced by recent
troop commitments to C-ambodia, Sornalia and Bougainville, but army
structurres, doctrine and training have rernained firmly based on the
deferrce of the Australian mainland.

It is outside the scoF of this monograph to atEmpt a detailed
analysis of ttre poliry of deferrce self-rcliance and its impact on
Australian Army doctrine. This said, however, the disc€rnible
influences which self-reliance has had on the army highlight some of
the issues examined in the monograph's discussion of the army's
per{ormance during the Vietnam War.
As dirussed, one of the great strengths of the army of the
Vietnam era was wide operational experience in a range of conflicts
combined with a deepseated professional and intellectual approach to
the special problems of counter-revolutionary warfare. Ttris breadth of
experience was gained as a result of a willingrrcss by government to
commit Australian forces to a number of theatres over a relatively
short period of time in pursuit of Australian inEresb. Depth of
experience grcw from the army's ability to shape its stmctures and
doctrine based upon firm stra@ic guidance and a realistic appraisal of
potential threats. Ort of these two factors grew the operational
sucre$ and the rigorous professional and educated characteristics of
the Vietnam War+ra Australian Army. It is not appropriate in this
monograph to speculate on the degree to which the era of defence selfreliance will lead to a degradation of some of these characteristics, but
the lessons of history are there to be absorbed.
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Draft papers on a surunary of Australian operational experiences in
Vietnam presented to the 19n CGS Exercise by Heads of Co1ps, unacressioned archive document (copy in author's possession).
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Australian Army, Mi[tary Board, Ambush anil Cwntq Ambush (Army
Headquarters, Canbena, 196$.

Australian Army, Ivtilitary Board, Patrolling anil Tracking (Army
Headquarters, Canberra, 1965).

Australian Army, Mi[tary Boar4 TheDioisioninfuttle, Pamphlets Nos
1-11 (Army HeadquarErs, Canberra 1965-70>.
Australian Army, Military Board, Infantry Training, Volume 4, Part 2,
The Phtoon (Army Headquarters, Canberra, 196n.
'm,AR Soldiers' Field Handbook' (Printcraft Press, Sydney, 19691.
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'Lessons Learnt by 3RAR in the 1971 Vietrnm Tour', prepared by
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TIB No. 5/55 Viet Cong Attack on a Fortified Post'.

7/6s
11/65 'lst VC Regt Action Quang Ngai Part 1'.
12/65 'Viet Cong Tactics of Ambush'.
73 / 65'Operational Reports'.
74/AS 'Visit to SouthVietram'.
18/65 'Summary of Lessons Learnt - South Vietnam'.
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Vietnam.
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STRATEGIC AND DEFENCT STI.JDIES CENTRE
The aim of the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, which is
in the Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies in the
Australian National University, is to advance the study of strategic
problems, especidly those relating to the general region of Asia and

located

the Pacific. The centre gives partiarlar attention to Australia's

strategic neighbourhood of Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific.
Participation in the centre's activities is not limited to members of the
University, but indudes other interested professional, diplornatic and
parliamentary group6. Researdr indudes military, political, economic,
scientific and technological aspects of sbategic developments.
Stsatery, for the purpose of the centre, is defined in the broadest sense
of embracing not only the crcntrol and application of military force, but
also the peaceful settlernent of disputes which could cause violence.
This is the leading academic body in Australia specialising in
these studies. Centse members give frequent lectures and seminars
for other deparhnents within the AIriU and other universities, as well
as to various goverrrment departnrents. Regrrlar seminars and
conferences on topics of current importance to the cenEe's research
are held, and the rnapr defence training institutions, the Joint Services
Staff College and the Navy, Army and RAAF Staff Colleges, are
heavily dependent upon SDSC assistance with the sbategic studies
sectioru of their courses. Members of the centre provide advice and
training courses in stsategic affairs to the Departnent of Defence and
the Deparhnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
Since its inception in 1966, the centre has supported a number
of Visiting and Research Fellows, who have undertaken a wide variety
of investigations. Recently the emphasis of the cEntre's work has been

on problems of security and confidence building in

Australia's
neighbourhood; the defence of Australia; alrru) proliferation and arms
control; policy advice to the higher levels of the Australian Defence

Departnent; and the strategic implications

of

developments in

Southeast Asia, the Indian Ocean and the Southwest Pacific.
The centre maintains a comprehensive collection of reference
materials on strategic issues, particularly from the press, leamed
iournals and governnrnt publications. Its Publications Programme,
which includes the Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence and
SDSC Working Papers, produces more than two dozen publications a
year on strategic and defence issues.
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his monograph examines the way in which the
Australian Army met the challenges to its doctrine
presented by the Vietrram War. The war produced
some widely varied tactical problems, and the
flexibility and deep experience w4rich were the
hallmarks of the army ir.r the 1960s provide the key to
understanding how these problems were solved.
A

After

surveyiug the origins of the Australian Army's

counter-revolutionary

warfare doctrine,

the

monograph examines in dctail the challenges to and
development of this doctrine in tl're four periods of
Australia's involvement in the Vietnam War: working
alongside US forces (May 1965-June 7966); the
establishment of the independent task force (May
1966-January 7968); tl-re period of 'out of province'
operations (January 1968-June 7969); and the fir-ral
period of Vietnamisation and pacification. The
developments in tactics and doctrine of the Vietnam
War period marked a substantial step in the process of
developing Australian Arn'ry doctrine - a process
vil-rich is worthy of study as, at the turn of the century,
the anny develops new doctrine and concepts to meet
the challerrges of the future.
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